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ABSTRACT
Computer vision AI systems present one of the most radical techni-
cal transformations of our time. Such systems are given unparal-
leled epistemic power to impose meaning on visual data, despite
their inherent semantic ambiguity. This epistemic power is partic-
ularly evident in computer vision AI that interprets the meaning
of human faces. The goal of this work is to empirically document
laypeople’s perceptions of the epistemic and ethical complexity of
computer vision AI through a large-scale qualitative study with
participants in Argentina, Japan, Kenya, and the USA (N=4,468).
We developed a vignette scenario about a fictitious company that
analyzes people’s portraits using computer vision AI to make a
variety of inferences about people based on their faces. For each
inference that the fictitious company draws (e.g., age, skin color,
intelligence), we ask participants from all countries to reason about
how they evaluate computer vision AI inference-making. In a series
of workshops, we collaborated as a multinational research team to
develop a codebook that captures people’s different justifications of
facial analysis AI inferences to create a comprehensive justification
portfolio. Our study reveals similarities in justification patterns,
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but also significant intra-country and inter-country diversity in
response to different facial inferences. For example, participants
from Argentina, Japan, Kenya, and the USA vastly disagree over
the reasonableness of AI classifications such as beautiful or skin
color. They tend to agree in their opposition to AI-drawn inferences
intelligence and trustworthiness. Adding much-needed non-Western
perspectives to debates on computer vision ethics, our results sug-
gest that, contrary to popular justifications for facial classification
technologies, there is no such thing as a “common sense” facial
classification that accords simply with a general, homogeneous
“human intuition.”
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computer vision AI is a prominent AI subdiscipline that devel-
ops vision models for a diverse set of application contexts. These
models are deployed for cancer prediction [56], mood detection
[44], self-driving cars [49], or social robotics [15]. Among the best-
known examples of computer vision AI are projects that classify,
recognize, and analyze human faces from visual data [14, 20, 22]. A
comprehensive review of close to 500 computer vision AI datasets
found that 205 were “face-based”: no other object was represented
more often in computer vision datasets than human faces [82]. Col-
lecting, processing, and analyzing facial data is controversial, and
it raises complex ethical concerns regarding privacy, consent, and
potential misuse. In the age of AI, questions of justifiable practices
and standards around facial image analysis have become a fixture in
public debates. Critical data scientists – including members of the
FAccT community – have called facial recognition the “plutonium
of AI” [90] and demonstrated the potential adverse impacts of such
projects due to biased misrepresentations [e.g., 40, 41, 91].

In our work, we zoom in on facial analysis AI, a branch of com-
puter vision AI that aims to infer semantic meaning about the de-
picted individuals based on their facial appearance. In facial analysis
AI, a model learns the relationship between features in the facial
image, usually represented as a vector space, and a pre-specified
target variable such as age, gender, or skin color [3, 5, 29, 42, 76].
While facial recognition typically attempts to identify or verify
a person’s face by locating matching faces in a database, facial
analysis operates under the assumption that faces bear meaning
that goes beyond the detection, identification, or verification of a
particular face. To develop a training dataset, a human determines
a set of target variables and defines a notion of ground truth. For
example, annotated facial datasets usually distinguish gender as
binary female/male, following a historically rooted practice [83].
Labelers are then instructed to follow guidelines that accord to the
human-defined ground truth when annotating a training dataset of
facial images.

Such target variables in commercial facial analysis AI tools go be-
yond gender and include, e.g., age, emotions, beauty, or intelligence
(further outlined in Section 2.2). Pointing to benchmark accuracy
measures [11], research projects in facial analysis have claimed their
models can reliably infer people’s ethnicity [67], sexual orientation
[58, 101], political ideology and orientation [53, 77, 104], emotion
expression and intensity [8, 24], or personality traits [5, 85] based
on facial images only. But what semantics should facial analysis AI
justifiably infer from faces? How do we define meta-criteria that
govern the selection process of reasonable and unreasonable facial
image inferences? These questions are not only central to research
and development efforts but also of significant societal concern,
given that facial analysis AI directly affects the populace. With our
study, we contribute to this debate by exploring how laypeople
from different countries argue for or against the justifiability of
facial analysis AI.

An illustrative example of a conceptual justification of facial
analysis is Paul Ekman’s theory of the basic six emotions [28]
that has become a widely applied conceptual foundation for the
justification of inferring emotion (expressions and states) using
visual cues through so-called facial action units [59]. Even though
there is substantive evidence that there is cultural variation in the
mapping between facial action units and their meaning [e.g., 18], AI
emotion recognition tools often operate based on a monocultural
interpretation around Ekman’s six basic emotions.

Facial analysis AI models and the products that they drive are
often developed under the notion that humans regularly make in-
ferences from facial information. While we are often told not to
judge persons by their outer appearance, first impressions have a
remarkable effect on election outcomes [6, 57, 69], employment de-
cisions [68, 81], or jail sentences [25, 103, 105]. Applied to computer
vision, AI systems are given the power to semantically interpret
the visual data about our identities and characteristics. However,
research from psychology and anthropology has shown that first
impressions of others are often inaccurate [12, 27, 70, 95, 96]. For
example, individuals are incapable of reliably assessing a stranger’s
trustworthiness solely from their facial features when no other
information is present [48]. Against the view of six basic emotions,
studies from psychology and cognitive sciences indicate that facial
expressions and the way people interpret emotions are influenced
by the context, can be similar or dissimilar across regions and, thus,
go beyond Ekman’s basic facial expressions of emotions [19, 55].

Also, voices from the computer science community and the po-
litical sphere have raised concerns regarding different practices of
facial analysis AI [21, 62, 63, 75, 84, 90, 91, 100]. For example, Miceli
et al. [62] find that target variables and their arbitrary levels are
hardly ever questioned, and are rather imposed on data through
the annotators. Scheuerman et al. [84] find that image databases
rarely describe how variables, here race and gender, are defined or
how they have been annotated. Vemou et al. [100] highlight data
protection issues and risks associated with facial emotion recogni-
tion tool use, including inaccuracies of inferred emotional states,
less precise classification results for people with darker skin tones
as well as a lack of transparency and control of what facial images
are analyzed, for what purpose and by whom.

Despite these findings and raised concerns, computer vision AI
has claimed not only being able to infer personality traits [50],
emotions [8] or political orientation [53] from still images but also
to create artificial faces that humans perceive as more trustworthy
than real faces [65]. This marks the closing of a cycle in which AI
systems infer attributes from faces through predetermined mecha-
nisms, only to subsequently generate faces that conform to those
predefined attributes once more – as D’Ignazio and Klein [26, p.104]
put it, a classification system “becomes naturalized as ‘the way
things are’.” For similar arguments see [13, 30, 31, 87]. Advances
in facial analysis AI and the use of results of facial analysis AI in
other computer vision fields raise again the fundamental question
of what should be inferred from a face and why.

Reacting to raised concerns, the EU Artificial Intelligence Act (AI
Act) [34]1 prohibits biometric categorization based on biometric

1Please note: The EU AI Act has not yet been published in the Official Journal. We
refer to the Corrigendum of the European Parliament’s First Reading of 19 April 2024.
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data for the specific purpose of inferring “race, political opinions,
trade union membership, religious or philosophical beliefs, sex
life or sexual orientation” [34, Article 5(1), point (g)]. However,
the “labelling or filtering of lawfully acquired biometric datasets
[...] in the area of law enforcement” [34, Article 5(1), point (g)] is
exempted from this prohibition. This prohibition does not apply
to AI systems for which the categorization of facial features is an
“ancillary feature” of a product or service. Examples include filters
used on online marketplaces to try on products or tools on online
social network sites to add or modify pictures [34, Recital 16]. The
AI Act also prohibits “AI systems to infer emotions [...] in the areas
of workplace and education institutions” [34, Article 5(1), point
(f)]. Where such systems serve a safety or medical purpose, they
are exempted from the prohibition. All other emotion recognition
systems are to be classified as high-risk [34, Recital 54]. These
political agreements between the European Parliament and the
Council of the European Union are compromises on diverging
perspectives and, thus, testify to the difficulty of regulating AI for
facial analysis [97].

Our work represents a comprehensive effort to document laypeo-
ple’s perceptions of the epistemic and ethical complexity of facial
analysis AI, and to counter hype-driven narratives about AI pro-
moting an “anything goes” approach when imposing meaning on
visual data. For that purpose, we conduct a large-scale survey study
with demographically representative samples from four countries.
We build on previous research by members of our research team
[32, 98] showing that German AI-competent people and laypeople
from the USA are critical of facial AI inferences such as trustworthi-
ness or intelligence in low-risk and high-risk contexts. Perceptions
differ between contexts for facial AI inferences such as skin color
or gender. In our current work, we follow calls for adding cross-
national and non-Western perspectives to the debate on profound
challenges in AI ethics [86].

Our study makes the following contributions to the field:
We perform a large-scale cross-national survey study to

document participants’ ethical reasoning about facial analy-
sis AI.We report the commonalities and differences of justification
norms toward facial analysis AI by laypeople fromArgentina, Japan,
Kenya, and the USA (N=4,468). Participants from each country were
asked to write a justification for a total of eight facial AI inferences
(age, gender, skin color, beautiful, wearing glasses, trustworthy, intel-
ligent, and emotion expression) drawn by a fictitious AI company
called ImageInsight.

We develop a coding scheme for interpreting participants’
justifications for or against AI facial inferences from four
countries.With an interdisciplinary and multinational research
team, we manually coded, automatically classified, and subse-
quently analyzed more than 35,500 written justifications. We devel-
oped a comprehensive coding scheme through four iterative phases:
ideating, testing, refining, and validating, until achieving full con-
sensus. The manually classified multilingual database forms the
basis for a classifier following an inter-lingual ensemble approach.
We analyzed both participants’ ratings and justification codes. This
mixed-methods approach enabled us to gain deeper insights into
people’s perceptions of AI inference-making from facial data.

AI inferences from human faces are neither epistemically
nor normatively intuitive constructs. AI inferences have been

portrayed as intuitive epistemic constructs in computer vision AI
research and development. In contrast, we find that participants’
justifications counter such a convenient and straightforward legit-
imization of AI inferences highlighting the justificatory complexity
of each inference drawn.

Participants evaluate inferences epistemically, pragmat-
ically, and technologically. While there are inter-country and
intra-country differences, participants evaluate inferences along
three main types of justification: First, whether an inference is epis-
temically sound. Second, whether AI, as a “technology of discovery”,
is able to produce an inference. And third, whether an inference is
useful for supporting a decision, i.e., whether it is relevant for the
purpose of a decision-making context.

Perceptual differences are specific to inference and context.
Participants tend to agree that inferring intelligent and trustworthy
is unjustifiable, while the inferences wearing glasses, skin color, and
emotion expression can, in principle, be inferred byAI from a portrait.
While these inferences and the inferences gender, age, and beautiful
warrant some epistemic justifiability, participants also perceived
them as subjective, irrelevant to the decision context, or associated
with negative consequences. Japanese participants are most critical
of AI-generated inferences, whereas Kenyans are most affirmative.
Negative views on inferences are consistently more prevalent in
the hiring than in the advertising context across countries.

We advance AI ethics research with a cross-national re-
search study. So far, cross-national survey studies have been rare
at FAccT. In providing a detailed description of our methodological
process, we hope to support other research studies that document
ethics perceptions of AI from non-Western perspectives. We make
our data (participants’ justifications) open and freely available.2

We proceed as follows. In Section 2, we present our methodolog-
ical approach. We explain the process of setting up a multinational
research cooperation and designing our vignette study. We out-
line our approach of developing a coding scheme and compiling a
dataset for a classification model and discuss how we implement
this model. In Section 3, we present our findings. We focus on
documenting written justifications for or against facial analysis
AI inferences offered by participants from all four countries. We
highlight commonalities and differences in how participants reason
about these inferences. In Section 4, we offer a discussion of our
results and a reflection on our study’s limitations and researcher
positionality. In Section 5, we conclude with final remarks.

2 METHODS
2.1 Initiating and coordinating a cross-national

AI ethics study
We surveyed participants from Argentina, Kenya, Japan, and the
USA. The selection of these countries was guided by an exploratory
rationale to document justifications from a diverse set of countries.
Our unit of analysis was at the country level rather than the culture
level. This allowed us to define our study as cross-national [2, 80, 99],
sometimes also considered a sub-category of cross-cultural research
[99].We acknowledge that by usingmembership to a nation-state as
a grouping variable, we did not focus on variations in cultures that

2We make the data available here: https://osf.io/brq7h/
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exist across a group of countries or within individual countries [1].
Our study maintained a descriptive focus, highlighting potential
differences and commonalities in ethical judgments across and
within countries. In this work, we refrained from offering simplistic
explanations based on a narrow understanding of culture relative to
national boundaries. We anticipated heterogeneity in justification
toward facial analysis AI within and between the four countries.

Best practices to conduct cross-national studies require a re-
search team that reflects the linguistic and national backgrounds of
participants from the studied countries [72]. It took several months
to build a research team that could satisfy these requirements. Our
final research team consisted of researchers that were either from
the studied countries, from a country belonging to the same lin-
guistic area, or had previously lived in a studied country for a long
period (see also our positionality statement in Section 4.3). We lay
out our methodological procedures in detail to support other AI
ethics scholars in designing and conducting future studies with
participants from multiple countries.

2.2 Vignette design and survey procedure
In this paper, we present a follow-up study on two prior works by
members of the research team [32, 98]. Our primary focus was to
carefully extend the scope to a cross-national study. We further
altered the content of the vignette study regarding information on
a hypothetical company. We ran a between-subject experimental
vignette study [4] with a quasi-experimental component (see Ap-
pendix A.1 for the exact wording of the vignettes). Each participant
was assigned to one of 24 groups, which resulted from the variation
of three variables: four countries (Argentina, Japan, Kenya, USA),
two decision contexts (low-stakes advertisement, high-stakes hir-
ing), and three informational settings. The latter settings varied in
the information about the fictitious AI company described in the
vignette. For each of the four countries, participants were randomly
assigned to the experimental groups based on decision contexts and
informational settings. The variable country (from which the study
participants originated) constituted the quasi-experimental com-
ponent. In this paper, we direct our attention to the experimental
variables decision context and country and analyze how participants
justify their perception of AI inference-making from portraits.

The vignettes introduced a fictitious company called ImageIn-
sight. Subjects were told that “ImageInsight has developed software
that uses artificial intelligence (AI) to analyze images.” Participants
randomly assigned to the advertisement context were informed
that the “software analyzes portraits of users on social media in order
to show social media users suitable advertisements for products. How
does that work? ImageInsight’s deep learning AI is presented with
a portrait of a user showing only the user’s face but nothing else.
The AI scans the user’s face and makes a variety of inferences about
the user. Based on these and other inferences a user will be shown
personalized advertising material on the social media platform.” Par-
ticipants assigned to the hiring context read that ImageInsight’s
AI “analyzes portraits of job applicants in order to select suitable
candidates during hiring procedures. [...] Based on these and other
inferences an applicant will be invited for a job interview.” We used a
written description of the vignette that did not show any exemplary

portraits to avoid possible framing effects due to the visual stimulus
of a particular portrait.

With the differentiation of the two decision contexts, roughly
half of the subjects were assigned to a hypothetical advertisement
situation that might not be perceived as particularly detrimental,
and the other half of the subjects into a hypothetical hiring situation
that might be perceived as highly consequential. Past studies on
algorithmic perception suggest individuals view the employment
context as more critical compared to other decision contexts [32,
51, 88, 98]. We, therefore, refer to the hiring scenario as the “high-
stakes” context, and to the advertisement scenario as the “low-
stakes” context. The description of fictitious scenarios is a common
device for analyzing moral dispositions in vignette studies [4, 52].

After being presented with one of the two vignettes, participants
were prompted to evaluate, in subsequent steps, a total of eight AI
inferences: age, gender, skin color, wearing glasses, emotion expres-
sion, beautiful, intelligent, and trustworthy. These were presented
in random order, each on a separate survey page. The inferences
were identical in the product advertisement and the hiring context.
The eight inferences were chosen based on their use in real-world
computer vision applications. Most facial analysis AI tools claim
to be capable of inferring gender [e.g., 10, 35, 60, 64, 94], age [e.g.,
10, 35, 60, 64, 92], and accessories like glasses [e.g., 10, 64]. There
is an entire industry focused on making inferences about emotion
expression and interpreting (perceived) emotions [e.g., 35, 60, 64].
Other tools claim to infer how pretty someone is [e.g., 7, 36], while
the beauty industry is making use of facial analysis to suggest spe-
cific makeup products [e.g., 93]. Social media platforms, such as
TikTok, provide the possibility to apply filters that transform facial
features and display an alteration of one’s face based on prede-
fined beauty metrics [39]. Other facial analysis tools claim to infer
ethnicity [e.g., 10, 17, 73], and traits such as intelligence [e.g., 37].

We asked participants to rate their agreement or disagreement
with each inference on a 7-point Likert scale3 in the context of the
advertising or hiring decision-making scenario (1: “strongly agree”
to 7: “strongly disagree”). After each rating, we asked participants to
provide a brief justification of their rating. In this paper, we focus on
analyzing the open-text responses to understand what justification
patterns participants providewhen arguing for or against specificAI
inferences from faces. The survey concluded by asking participants
to indicate their demographics.

2.3 Data collection and participant sample
We contacted various online survey companies to collect data from
Argentina, Japan, Kenya, and the USA. However, several of these
companies either were unable or unwilling to gather data in all
four countries. Reasons included a lack of panels or partners in
each country and the required sample size for the requested quotas
exceeded the capabilities of their available panels. In the end, we
contracted the online survey company Talk Online Data Collection
3Prior research [32] has shown that study participants are not primed by asking
whether they agree with an inferred trait being, for example, justifiable, reasonable, or
fair. For this reason, when translating the English survey into Spanish for Argentinan
subjects, and into Japanese for Japanese subjects, we allowed some freedom in the
translation, intending to make the survey as comprehensible as possible in each of
the three languages. In the English and Japanese survey, the term “justifiable” and
the corresponding translation “正当である” was used, while in Spanish the term
“razonable” was perceived as more adequate.
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AG4, which is an online-panel company with partners in Argentina,
Japan, Kenya, and the USA. The company recruited participants
based on country-specific target quotas5 for gender and age (see
Table 3 in the Appendix). We also established a target quota for
two levels of education, given that it is known that individuals with
higher education levels are more likely to engage in online surveys.

The institution of the first author provided the resources to run
the study. This institution does not mandate ethics approval for
online questionnaire studies. In the execution and data analysis
of the study, we adhered to established ethical research norms,
including providing a thorough explanation of the study proce-
dures to participants, securing participants’ informed consent, and
refraining from gathering either personal or device-specific data.
We employed the survey platform Sosci Survey6, which adheres to
the GDPR enforced by the EU. Our study was free of any mislead-
ing components, and participants were free to withdraw from the
study at any time. Privacy was a priority; all collected data were
anonymized, and the confidentiality of participation was preserved
throughout the research process.

We conducted a power analysis using the software G*Power
[38] to estimate the appropriate sample size for the data collection.
The sample size calculation reflects our vignette design described
above. Based on standard values of 𝛼=0.05 and power (1-𝛽)=0.9, the
minimum required sample size for achieving small effect sizes for
a comparative analysis of all collected variables was a total of 952
survey participants per country (see Appendix A.3 for a detailed
explanation). Before the full launch of the survey, we performed a
pre-survey with 200 participants (50 participants per country) in De-
cember 2022. The research team manually checked the pre-survey
data. In particular, we thoroughly read the responses to the open
text fields to investigate whether participants fully comprehended
the survey vignettes and whether their responses were sensible.
We made minor adjustments to the survey and then launched it.

We collected the data from December 2022 to March 2023. Our
final sample consists of data from 4,468 participants (see Table 3
in the Appendix for detailed demographics). This dataset includes
1,123 responses from participants from Argentina (50.3% female,
48.9% male; 18-34: 37.4%, 35-54: 36.8%, 55+: 25.8%), 1,068 from Japan
(50.4% female, 49.1% male; 18-34: 21.2%, 35-54: 34.1%, 55+: 44.7%),
1,107 from Kenya (47.7% female, 51.6% male; 18-34: 51.6%, 35-54:
34.4%, 55+: 13.9%), and 1,170 from the USA (52.8% female, 46.8%
male; 18-34: 30.1%, 35-54: 33.1%, 55+: 35.8%). The dataset is repre-
sentative7 for each country for the variables gender (female, male)
and age groups (three levels).

We applied several measures to ensure data quality. We included
two comprehension checks in the survey to ensure participants
were aware of the described hypothetical scenario. We manually ex-
amined all survey data of those participants who wrongly answered
the comprehension checks. We also checked that no participant’s
age was younger than 18 years. We removed participants if their
open-text responses appeared to be nonsensical, or linguistically

4https://talk-group.com
5‘Target quota’ refers to the company’s attempted but not guaranteed participant
representation due to online-panel size constraints in some countries.
6https://www.soscisurvey.de/
7Please note that post-data cleaning, achieved quotas slightly differ from the targeted
representative quotas.

indecipherable. We identified such cases as “garbage” in a coarse
data cleaning together with the online-panel provider and during
the process of manually labeling data for automatic classification.
This process included the following steps: We first identified all
cases with repeated entries for open-text responses and with iden-
tical inference ratings for all eight inferences. These cases were
manually screened for reasonable justifications. Second, we man-
ually checked all cases that deviated by two standard deviations
from the average duration of taking the study. Third, we manually
selected 100 garbage inference justifications to train a classifica-
tion model and used the model to screen the entire data corpus for
further garbage cases. After the final automatic classification of all
responses, we set a threshold rule of 75% (i.e., cases where six or
more responses were classified as “garbage”) and manually checked
these responses.

2.4 Qualitative coding procedure
An interdisciplinary team of researchers contributed to the analysis
of open-text responses. The research team focused on coding par-
ticipants’ responses to the survey task, “Please justify your rating
in 1 - 2 sentences.” for each of the presented eight inferences. In
total, the qualitative data analysis procedure involved the coding8
of 35,579 open-text responses. We followed best practices to pro-
duce reliable qualitative results. Specifically, we utilized an iterative
[54] data analysis process and transparently documented all ana-
lytical procedures and workshop session outcomes in this section
and in Appendix B [66]. To ensure the quality of our analysis, we
applied analyst triangulation [71] by forming four country teams of
two researchers each (see Section 4.3 for researcher positionality).
We used triangulation of sources [71] by collecting data not from
one but four countries with the aim of analyzing consistency and
variation across data sources (i.e., countries).

In order to analyze the open-text responses, we developed an
analysis process that combined both manual and automatic text
classification. First, the manual text classification served to con-
struct a coding scheme that encompassed all justification types.
Second, we created a database of examples for each of the identified
codes. This database formed the basis for training and validating
an automatic text classifier based on three variants of Bert [23].

Developing a coding scheme. We developed the coding
scheme over a period of six months, through four coding phases and
workshops – ideating, testing, refining, validating – iteratively [54]
until full consensus was reached (Figure 1). Each of the four country
teams performed the same coding tasks on their country-specific
dataset. To develop the coding scheme, we applied both deductive
and inductive content analysis following best practices based on
[54]. We use deductive content analysis based on our previous study
[32, 98]. The following base codes from [32, 98] served as a deduc-
tive starting point to build our category scheme representative of
the participants’ responses: AI (in)ability, inference task, reference to
data, reference to (ir)relevance of inference for purpose of AI system,
ethics and norms, comparison to human, miscellaneous. However, as
a research team, we agreed on the importance of inductive content
8We use the verb ‘coding’ and the noun ‘code’ in correspondence with practices in
qualitative content analysis. The terms refer to the building of classes or categories of
themes that are represented in the textual data. Typical synonyms are ‘annotations’,
‘classifications’, ‘classes’, and ‘categories’.

https://talk-group.com
https://www.soscisurvey.de/
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Figure 1: Workshop process to reach a final coding scheme (here visualized). See Appendix B for workshop documentation.

analysis to complement or replace the base codes. This is important
to build a coding scheme that best reflects the themes that emerge
from analyzing participants’ justifications. We decided on a case-
wise analysis (i.e., coding all responses from one participant at a
time in order to take contextual information into account). Because
responses often contained multiple justification themes, we agreed
to assign multiple codes to a participant’s response when appro-
priate. This decision to apply multi-class, multi-label classification
[16] increased the complexity of a classification model, but allowed
for a better representation of participants’ arguments.

In preparation for our first coding workshop, entitled “ideating,”
each researcher individually worked through eight open-text re-
sponses from 50 participants to produce an ideation of codes based
on apparent themes in the data. The country teams met individually
and then collectively to discuss the themes identified, and then to
structure them on a Mural board9 into clusters of themes (coding
phase 1), reflecting on the initial base codes provided. During the
first workshop, all country teams presented the identified themes.
Commonalities and differences were discussed. The workshop re-
sulted in a draft coding scheme shown in Figure 7 in Appendix B.1.1.

In preparation for our second workshop, entitled “testing,” each
researcher tested the draft coding scheme by applying it to the
previous sample data of 50 participants (coding phase 2). We col-
lected examples of each code on a new Mural board. Prior to the
joint workshop with all researchers, all country teams met individ-
ually and discussed their observations. The aim of this preparatory
exercise was to identify which codes of the draft scheme did not
represent the data well and whether country-specific themes were
sufficiently reflected. During the workshop, changes to the draft
coding scheme suggested by the researchers were discussed on the
basis of the examples collected. Sub-codes were rearranged, and
clusters were renamed. This second workshop ended with a revised
coding scheme. We repeated this process of applying the revised
coding scheme and discussing proposed changes in coding phase
3 and during the third workshop entitled “refining.” The basis for
our discussions was established by a jointly developed document

9Mural is a collaborative online whiteboard platform allowing simultaneous document
access by multiple users. See https://app.mural.co.

with working definitions of the codes, sample responses for each
code, and sample keywords that were likely to indicate a code. The
final version of this document eventually became our codebook.
The whiteboard documenting our work in workshops 2 and 3 is
shown in Figure 8 in Appendix B.1.2.

Building a multilingual classified database. After establish-
ing a coding scheme, we categorized random samples of the dataset
according to the process shown in Figure 2 to build a training and
validation dataset for the automatic text classifier. Team members
individually coded subsets of the dataset, 19 survey participants
in each round case-wise [54]. The two members in each country
team discussed their disagreements (in terms of different codes
assigned) and then repeated this process twice (coding round A to
C in Figure 2). Thus, all coded responses were double-coded by the
country team members and, in the case of different assigned codes,
discussed until the team was able to unanimously assign one or
more codes. The discussion of assigned codes allowed us to ensure
that the manual coding was not prone to the subjectivity of individ-
ual researchers. After the first round (coding round A), we held a
final coding workshop (“validation”) and made final changes to the
coding scheme. The workshop concluded with the finalization of
the codebook (Appendix B.2), which all researchers followed when
coding the data in the subsequent categorization rounds. This step
completed the manual coding process.

With the aim of obtaining enough exemplary responses per code
for the subsequent training of an automated classifier, each country
team filled up codes with fewer than 33 examples (see top right
plot in Figure 10 in Appendix B.3 for details). We do not report
an intercoder reliability score (IRR), as all of the responses were
reviewed and discussed extensively among the coders throughout
the workshops. We note the perspective of McDonald et al. [61] that
reaching informal consensus through discussion meetings suffices
to communicate reliability, particularly in the context of unstruc-
tured data and multi-label coding [61]. This perspective aligns with
our methodology, emphasizing the importance of discussion and
consensus-building in ensuring the reliability of our qualitative
analysis.

https://app.mural.co
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Figure 2: Process from manually coding the data for a multilingual database to developing an automatic classifier.

Wedesigned a classification approach to address country-specific
coding biases. Instead of training a classifier for each language us-
ing examples from that language, we followed an inter-lingual
ensemble approach. We first translated all responses into all lan-
guages. To realize the translations of participants’ responses, we
automatically translated sample responses using the deepL API.
The Spanish and Japanese country teams validated the automatic
translations for the language pairs Spanish-English and Japanese-
English. We hired an external translator to validate the Spanish-
Japanese response translations. While we obtained low error rates
for Spanish-English and Japanese-English translations, error rates
were too high for the Spanish-Japanese language pair (see error
rates in Appendix B.3.2). For Spanish-Japanese translations, we
decided to have text responses translated into English first, before
translating them into the target language. We translated each of
the labeled responses into each of the other languages, leading to
three identical datasets in Japanese, Spanish, and English, with an
average translation accuracy of 90%.

Developing the classifier. We then developed three classi-
fiers (English, Spanish, Japanese) for the original and translated
responses. For each response to be classified, we obtained a predic-
tion from each classifier. The final labels assigned to each response
included any label that was assigned a probability score of 0.5 or
higher by any of the three models. We used three variants of Bert
[23] to train our models, each fine-tuned on data of the respec-
tive language, on the multilabel classification task. We did not use
assistant-based LLMs such as ChatGPT, as they fail to compete with
classical fine-tuned LLMs in classification tasks [106]. We split the
data (original and translated) to train (80%), test (10%), and eval-
uation (10%) sets, with each model’s accuracy having at least an
F-1 score of 0.70 on the evaluation set. The final ensemble model
achieved an F-1 score of 0.75. We used the ensemble model to obtain
codes for the totality of the responses (N=35,579).

Evaluating the classifier. Four researchers manually checked
the classification of 130 responses over two independent validation
rounds and discussed disagreements. These produced 85.38% ab-
solute agreement or partial agreement with the classifier. While

satisfied with the accuracy, the model produced 6677 unclassified
responses, which amounts to lost information for the data analysis.
Therefore, four researchers manually classified 300 of the unclassi-
fied responses over two independent coding rounds and discussed
disagreements. The coded responses were added to the multilingual
classified database. The resulting final annotated dataset consisted
of 9164 responses, 4553 in English (USA and Kenya), 2302 in Span-
ish (Argentina), and 2309 in Japanese. The models were retrained.
The accuracy of each model achieved at least an F-1 score of 0.70
on the evaluation set. The final ensemble model achieved an F-1
score of 0.71. We used the ensemble model to obtain codes for the
totality of the responses (N=35,579). The number of unclassified
responses was reduced to 1226.

2.5 Quantitative analysis process
We analyzed the resulting justification classifications using fre-
quency analysis [54] to understand what justification patterns par-
ticipants apply to argue for or against AI inference-making. We
computed Welch two-sample t-tests for unequal variances and
Kruskal Wallis tests to analyze differences in participant groups,
both across countries and across contexts (advertisement vs. hir-
ing). We supplement this analysis with Welch two-sample t-tests
on the participants’ inference ratings across the advertisement and
hiring contexts. This mixed-methods approach [54] allows us to
obtain a more in-depth understanding of people’s perceptions of
AI inference-making from faces. We report all statistical analysis
results in Appendix C.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Qualitative justifications: How do people

reason about facial AI inferences?
Overview. We identified three main types of justifications that
participants apply when evaluating facial AI inferences. First, they
consider if an AI inference is epistemically sound. Second, they
turn to AI as an epistemic technology, reasoning about whether
they believe AI can or cannot perform certain inferences. Third,
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Table 1: Examples of participants’ responses for largest justification clusters. See more examples in the codebook, Appendix B.2.

Cluster abbrev. Inference concept & evidence AI (in)ability (Ir)relevance

affirmative
connotation

This is easy to identify by looking at photos AI can tell a person’s age | AI can identify Necessary to segment advertising

negative
connotation

IQ cannot be seen just through a scan. AI cannot deduce the intellectual ability Irrelevant to personality assessment

justification type (1) epistemic (in)validity of the inference;
43.37% of responses*

(2) belief/non-belief in AI capabilities;
18.34% of responses

(3) pragmatic (dis)advantage of inference;
16.78% of responses

*The percentages do not amount to 100%, because the justification codes belonging to the cluster ‘general attitudes toward AI and ethical reflection’
are not represented in this table. They fall into the justification type belief/non-belief in AI capabilities or pragmatic (dis)advantage of inference.

participants evaluate AI inferences according to their relevance for
the decision context, taking a pragmatic justification.

Specifically, we identified twelve different justifications (i.e.,
codes) that people provided when explaining their agreement or
disagreement with AI inferences from people’s portraits. Four of
the justifications have a positive connotation (ability of AI, can be
inferred from image, inference relevant, positive attitude and ethics),
while six have a negative connotation (inability of AI, cannot be
inferred from image, dynamic concept, subjectivity, inference not
relevant, negative attitude and discrimination or harms). Two justifi-
cations are neutral (the medium image, indecisive). Taking a different
perspective, the twelve justifications can also be clustered into five
major thematic areas (see Table 1 for the three largest clusters). For
example, the cluster AI (in)ability represents justifications for stated
beliefs and non-beliefs in the capabilities of AI. In the following,
we describe each justification by cluster allocation (frequencies in
brackets and Appendix C.1).

Cluster: Inference concept and evidence for inference-
making. The largest cluster includes five different justification
codes, which each refer to different notions of the inference con-
cept or the evidence used for inference-making. The most used
justification expresses people’s affirmative perception that an in-
ference can be inferred from a portrait or that the inference is
obvious or clear (N=8252, 16.40% of all assigned classifications).
According to this line of justification, the concept of the inference
to be drawn is unambiguous and drawing the inference from the
portrait “would be something obvious”. They reasoned that the
face “shows” the inference. It “can be seen” and “is easy to identify
by looking at photos”. Thus, a portrait is perceived as providing
sufficient evidence for an AI system to draw a particular inference.

On the contrary, the second most common justification is used
to explain that the inference cannot be inferred from a portrait
or, more generally, that there are problems with themeasurement
(N=7236, 14.38% of all assigned classifications). This justification
is most often used to express disagreement with the inferences
trustworthy and intelligent. The argument here is that the portrait
(alone) does not provide sufficient evidence for the inference to be
drawn. At least other non-visual input parameters or alternative
tests are required for measurement. For example, one participant
explained that “IQ cannot be seen just through a scan. It can only
be measured through tests.” Focusing on the image as inadequate
evidence for drawing the inference, others argue that “[o]ne cannot
decipher someone’s intelligence just from looking at an image” or
that “[a]ppearance does not imply a person’s gender.”

With these two commonly used arguments, the participants
reflected on whether an image provides a sufficient epistemic foun-
dation to draw an inference. The normative evaluation is thus based
on an assessment of the proportionality of the image as evidence
and the inference as an informational goal. We refer to this type of
justification as discussing the epistemic (in)validity of the inference.

We identified three additional lines of reasoning within this
thematic cluster and justification type. Although less frequently
used, these justifications were typically employed to justify rejec-
tion or to limit their approval of AI inference-making. Participants
highlighted that the concept of an inference or the face as a ba-
sis for the inference has a dynamic component, meaning that it
is not constant over time or can be manipulated (N=3197, 6.35%).
This justification was often made with the inferences age, emotion
expression, wearing glasses, and gender. For example, participants
described that “the emotion can only be a thing of the moment”, that
“[p]eople apply makeup” or that in “today’s day and time it is more
difficult to determine whether a person is male, female or other.”
Closely related is the notion of subjectivity (N=2224, 4.42%), which
participants perceived as being at odds with AI inference-making,
in particular, when drawing the inference beautiful. Participants
highlighted that a conclusion is “relative to different values” or
varies with “different perceptions.” A few participants contextual-
ized their responses by pointing to the required qualities of the
medium image (N=916, 1.82%). The image or photo as a file to
be analyzed may have been manipulated by “effects” or “filters” or
may be of poor quality if “lighting conditions” were unfavorable.

Cluster: AI (in)ability. The second largest cluster of justifica-
tions includes two justification codes. They refer to the ability of
AI (N=4819, 9.58%) and the impossibility or difficulty for AI to
draw an inference (N=4408, 8.76%), in general. Justifications in this
cluster are less specific in their reasoning. Participants highlighted
that the inference task “is easy for the AI” to solve or that the AI
system is “accurate”. Some participants made a comparison with a
human being who is able to infer information. Hence, AI systems
can do this, too. Other participants were convinced of the opposite
and explained that the inference task is “difficult”, “not accurate”
or “impossible” for an AI to solve, e.g., “AI cannot deduce the in-
tellectual ability of an applicant.” Again, some participants made a
comparison with a human, stating that a human may or may not
be able to make the inference, but in any case, the inference task
is not solvable for an AI, e.g., “It is impossible, even for humans.”
With these two arguments, participants justify their perception
of whether AI can solve a facial AI inference task, which we will
hereafter refer to as belief/non-belief in AI capabilities.
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Figure 3: Comparison of frequencies of justifications used by participants from different countries to justify (dis)agreement.

Cluster: (Ir)relevance. In the third largest cluster consisting of
two justifications, participants discuss the irrelevance (N=4546,
9.03%) or relevance (N=3900, 7.75%) of an AI inference for inform-
ing a decision in the advertisement or hiring context. Participants
stated, for example, that an inference is “[i]irrelevant [for] personal-
ity assessment” or for “determining qualified candidates.” Affirming
facial AI inference-making, participants explained that an inference
is relevant, such as for “personaliz[ing] ads” or “select[ing] appli-
cants”. Participants leverage these two arguments to anchor their
normative reasoning about whether the inferences could lead to
effects that are useful or positive or, conversely, useless or negative
– a type of justification that we refer to as pragmatic (dis)advantage
of the inference.

Cluster: General attitudes toward AI and ethical reflec-
tions. The fourth largest cluster with two justifications contains
responses that conveyed participants’ general attitudes toward AI
and ethical reflections. Some participants presented a generally
positive attitude toward AI technology, such as that “AI is a good
invention” (N=2448, 4.86%). Others conveyed a generally nega-
tive attitude toward AI technology (e.g., “I do not trust AI”) or
highlighted harmful consequences resulting from drawing the
inference from portraits (N=2528, 5.02%). Subjects provided exam-
ples such as privacy harms or discrimination, including but not
limited to racism and sexism. Hence, in this thematic cluster, par-
ticipants’ normative evaluation is based on their belief/non-belief in
AI capabilities and/or the pragmatic (dis)advantage of the inference.

Cluster: Misc. In the last cluster, we collected responses that
reflected participants’ indecisiveness (N=2265, 4.87%). Some par-
ticipants seemed not to have an opinion on facial analysis AI or
to be unsure how to think of it, e.g., “Can’t judge”, “I do not feel
qualified”, “I don’t know.”

In summary, we identified twelve justification codes clustered
into five thematic areas across three types of justifications: Epis-
temic (in)validity of the inference (43.37%), belief/non-belief in AI
capabilities (>18.34%), and finally pragmatic (dis)advantage of the
inference (>16.78%). The most frequently used justifications de-
scribe that an inference can(not) be drawn from a facial portrait.

3.2 Inference differences: How do people argue
for or against specific AI inferences?

We identified similar lines of reasoning for or against certain infer-
ence groups, some of which apply across all countries. In combi-
nation with the numerical inference ratings, we distinguish some
justification particularities for different groups of inferences (P1-P4
in Figure 3; see Table 7 in the Appendix for absolute frequencies
and Figure 12 for distribution of ratings).

Participants from all countries expressed disagreement with in-
ferences of the traits trustworthy (MAD=5.0, sdAD=1.8, MHR=4.8,
sdHR=1.9) and intelligent (MAD=5.1, sdAD=1.8, MHR=4.9, sdHR=1.9;
rating 5=“rather disagree” on a 7-point scale). This opposition was
primarily supported by the contention that these attributes cannot
be deduced from a single portrait or, more broadly, from an AI
system (P1). These two inferences stand apart from the remaining
six presented to participants as they reflect character traits. Partici-
pants from all countries generally agreed that making assumptions
about character traits based on facial images is rather not justifiable,
and they expressed skepticism about the ability of AI systems to
accomplish this inference task based on a facial image.

The two justifications that AI can make an inference in gen-
eral or from a portrait (P2) were most frequently used by subjects
across all countries in the context of the inferences wearing glasses,
skin color, and emotion expression. To a lesser extent, this also ap-
plies to the inferences gender and age. It should be noted, how-
ever, that these two justifications (AI ability and inference from
portrait) were used less frequently in absolute terms per infer-
ence than their negative counterarguments (AI inability and no
inference from portrait) for the inferences trustworthy and intel-
ligent. We can, therefore, conclude that the participants’ percep-
tion of the inferability of the former inferences is less strong than
their perception that AI cannot infer in general or from a portrait
whether a person is intelligent or trustworthy. This is also reflected
in the participants’ numerical ratings, which tend to show agree-
ment (wearing glasses: MAD=2.7, sdAD=1.7, MHR=3.5, sdHR=2.1;
skin color :MAD=3.3, sdAD=1.9,MHR=4.1, sdHR=2.2; emotion expres-
sion: MAD=3.3, sdAD=1.6, MHR=3.7, sdAD=1.8).

Participants were divided in their opinion about the inference
beautifulwith high variation in inference ratingwithin and between
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countries (MAD=4.2, sdAD=1.9, MHR=4.5, sdHR=2.0). Participants
predominantly argued that the inference is subjective (P3), for
example, by mentioning that “[b]eauty is in the eye of the beholder”
or that “[i]t would be based only off the programmers’ view of
beauty.” Subjects’ ratings for the inference skin color presented
the highest rating variation within and between countries. While
saying that skin color can be inferred from an image (e.g., “easy
to identify”), many also highlighted the irrelevance of skin color
for the decision context (e.g., skin color “is not a factor for good
work”) or expressed concerns often related to discrimination (e.g.,
“It is discriminatory to take into account skin color”; P4).

Besides a concentration on a few justifications for some infer-
ences, we also observed a wide variety of justifications used for
other inferences. Significant variation in justifications exist for the
inferences “age,” “gender,” “emotion expression,” and “beautiful.”
These differences in perceptions within and across countries high-
light the epistemic complexity of these inferences.

Summarizing, for some inferences, we observed a concentra-
tion on a few justifications, whereas, for other inferences, partic-
ipants used a variety of justifications to argue for or against the
inference. On the one hand, there is a strong agreement among
participants that the personality traits intelligent and trustworthy
are not justifiable and cannot be inferred, both confirmed by rat-
ings and arguments. In particular, participants stress the semantic
ambiguity of facial portraits and question the use of a portrait as
evidence. On the other hand, there is agreement, albeit less strong,
that the inferences wearing glasses, skin color, and emotion expres-
sion can be inferred, in general, or from a portrait. For the latter
three inferences, and even more for the inferences gender, age, and
beautiful, the classification results also show that the justifications
can be multifaceted: while they warrant some epistemic justifia-
bility, they are perceived as subjective, irrelevant to the decision
context, or associated with negative consequences. The two main
argumentation particularities (P1 and P2) are each composed of
justifications that discuss the epistemic (in)validity of the inference
and the participants’ belief/non-belief in AI capabilities.

3.3 Country and context differences: What
differences exist in lines of reasoning?

Figure 4 comparatively displays how often different justification
arguments were put forward by study participants in the adver-
tisement (solid bar) and in the hiring context (dashed bar; see Ap-
pendix C for frequencies and for statistical analysis of group dif-
ferences). We observed different argumentation patterns across
countries and across the advertising and hiring context.

First, positive justifications (top right corner in the radial graphs
in Figure 4; Table 2), for example, that AI can draw an inference in
general or from a portrait, were the most used by participants from
Kenya. Overall, 53.1% of the Kenyan subjects’ arguments have a
positive connotation. Participants from Kenya used the justification
that an inference can be drawn from an image the most frequently.
The share of positive arguments is lowest among participants from
Japan, with 30.8%. The relevance argument was used most often by
participants from Argentina.

Second, arguments with a negative connotation (left half of the
radial graphs in Figure 4; Table 2), for example, that AI cannot

Figure 4: Comparison of frequencies of justifications used
by country per context. The four justification codes in the
upper right quarter of each radial graph have a positive or
affirmative connotation. The six justification codes on the left
half of each graph have a negative or rejecting connotation.
The justifications indecisive and the medium image are of
neutral nature.

draw an inference in general or from a portrait, were the most
used by participants from Japan. Overall, 58.4% of the Japanese
subjects’ arguments have a negative connotation. The second most
negative are arguments by Argentinean subjects with 55.3%. The
least negative are arguments by participants from Kenya, with
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Table 2: Sum of positive/negative/neutral justifications.*

country
∑

positive
∑

negative
∑

neutral sum

Argent. 4298 (38.0%) 6255 (55.3%) 761 (6.7%) 11314
Japan 3121 (30.8%) 5920 (58.4%) 1092 (10.8%) 10133
Kenya 6099 (53.1%) 4924 (42.9%) 462 (4.0%) 11485
USA 4849 (42.1%) 5906 (51.1%) 771 (6.7%) 11526
sum 18367 (41.2%) 23005 (51.8%) 3086 (7.0%) 44458
*The numbers refer to all classified justification labels. A participant’s
response might have received more than one label. Hence, the sum of
classified labels is larger than the sum of participants’ responses.

42.9%. The argument of an inference being irrelevant was used
most often by participants from Argentina.

Third, the decision context influences certain lines of argumenta-
tion. In all countries, the argument describing the irrelevance of the
inference was used significantly more often by participants in the
hiring context than by participants in the advertising context (Ar-
gentina: t(8769)=-10.0, p<.001, Japan: t(7751)=-10.6, p<.001, Kenya:
t(8295)=-9.2, p<.001, USA: t(8684)=-9.7, p<.001; see Table 11 in the
Appendix). Participants in the hiring context argued significantly
more often for the irrelevance of an inference than for its relevance,
except for participants from Kenya (see Table 10 in the Appendix).
In all countries except Kenya, justifications describing negative at-
titudes and harm are used significantly more often by participants
in the hiring context than in the advertising context (Argentina:
t(8769)=-3.2, p=.001164, Japan: t(7751)=-5.2, p<.001, USA: t(8684)=-
6.4, p<.001). Justifications describing that an inference can be drawn
from a portrait are used significantly more often in the advertising
context than in the hiring context (Argentina: t(8769)=4.8, p<.001,
Japan: t(7751)=7.6, p<.001, USA: t(8684)=3.7, p<.001)). There are
no context-related differences in the reasoning regarding positive
attitudes, the relevance of an inference, and no inference from the
portrait.

In summary, participants from Japan, followed by participants
from Argentina, were the most skeptical about the justifiability of
AI inference-making. In contrast, participants from Kenya applied
positive arguments most frequently. We observe more rejecting
perceptions (both in inference ratings and arguments) from subjects
in the hiring compared to the advertising context, and this across
all countries.

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Discussion of results
We surveyed participants from Argentina, Japan, Kenya, and the
USA whether and why they agree or disagree with AI inferring
specific attributes from faces. Documenting participants’ written
evaluations of AI inferences, we conclude that there are different
types of justifications (epistemic validity, AI capabilities, pragmatic
(dis)advantage), each with different arguments. Different inferences
are subject to particular justification profiles. For example, the per-
ception that an AI is incapable and that an image is not sufficient
evidence were the most prominent justifications against the justifi-
ability of inferring whether a person is intelligent or trustworthy.

The context in which the inference is used is also a critical factor
in participants’ justifications. For example, the participants in the
hiring context argue more frequently than participants in the adver-
tising context for the irrelevance of an inference and highlight the
negative consequences that can result from inferring an inference.
Our results support recent policy developments. They also indicate
the power of corporations’ rhetoric on positive and useful use cases
that seem to have high relevance to some of our study participants.

During the negotiations on the EU AI Act proposal [33], strong
voices from the scientific community and civil society contributed
to, for example, the ban or more restrictive use of facial recog-
nition and emotion recognition technologies in specific contexts
[45, 79, 89]. However, many of these voices are not satisfied with
the result achieved [e.g., 78]. Concerning the inference of emotion,
amendments made by Members of the European Parliament to
the EU AI Act Proposal explicitly addressed the lack of validity by
adding to the recitals that there “are serious concerns about the
scientific basis of AI systems aiming to detect emotions [...]” [34,
Recital 44].While it is evident that the scientific concerns are known
to EU policymakers, the agreements between the European Parlia-
ment and the Council of the European Union to ban AI systems
that infer emotion only in some contexts and to introduce several
exemptions and limitations on the ban of biometric categorization,
as outlined in Section 1, highlights the power of involved interest
groups. While our study results confirm that people perceive AI
inference-making in the hiring context as more consequential than
in the advertising context, the lack of validity of the practice of
inferring emotions applies equally to all contexts. Our participants
recognized the epistemic invalidity, in particular, for the inferences
intelligent and trustworthy. Discussions on the reasonableness and
justifiability of facial analysis AI in different contexts and concern-
ing different inferences must continue. And this needs to happen
across national borders.

Our results indicate that subjects perceived the inferences trust-
worthy and intelligent as rather unjustifiable. This replicates the
findings of previous studies [32, 98]. However, most arguments
justifying the inferences skin color, wearing glasses, and emotion
expression concern the ability of AI to make these inferences in gen-
eral or from portraits. Fewer participants criticize that the inference
is not relevant, potentially causing harm, or not stable as a target
variable. There is more variation in the use of different justifications
for the inferences beautiful, age, and gender. In line with Miceli et
al.’s [62] findings that target variables are hardly ever questioned,
we perceive such questioning to occur primarily for the inferences
trustworthy and intelligent, and to be of less intensity for the other
inferences. Equally, there appeared to be some participant groups
that were more critical across all inferences than other participants.
For example, referring to the concept of the inference beautiful, one
participant argued that the conclusion “would be based only off
the programmers view of beauty” [sic]. Others recognized that the
target variables to be inferred are societal constructs, as stressed by
researchers [e.g., 83, 84]. But this was only of concern to a minority
of participants.

Participants’ affirming justifications, which portray their per-
ceptions of pragmatic advantages of AI inference-making, could be
illustrative of corporations’ rhetoric on positive and useful use cases
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of facial analysis AI. The affirmative responses emphasizing par-
ticipants’ positive attitude and their belief in the capabilities of AI
could suggest that some participants trust companies to deploy fa-
cial analysis AI in certain application contexts. This, in turn, would
underline the near-unlimited epistemic authority of organizations
– both corporate and research – in shaping the interpretation of
human faces in visual data by determining target variables they
presume to be useful for the product. An example of such com-
municative corporate practice is a facial analysis AI company that
analyzes customers’ faces to improve their aesthetics [74]. They
advertise their service by citing academic studies that show that
attractive individuals often have better career opportunities [102]
or that having an attractive partner typically leads to more con-
tentment [9]. Not only is the generalizability of such studies up
for debate, but it is also questionable if these are the inferences
and facial analysis AI use cases that society actually perceives as
justifiable or reasonable.

Considering participants’ ratings, a considerable participant
group seems not to have a clear opinion on facial analysis AI (in-
dicated by many inference ratings close to or at 4: "neither agree
nor disagree"). Additionally, opinions vary significantly across and
within countries, pointing to disagreements on the justifiability
of AI inference-making (see Figure 12 in the Appendix). This em-
phasizes the need for public debate over these types of AI systems.
Public debate should provide societies with opportunities to become
informed about the scientific concerns on facial analysis AI, includ-
ing their conceptual invalidity and risks of harm. These perspectives
are probably not as prevalent in the everyday lives of laypeople as
the positive rhetoric from companies about the benefits and power
of AI for facial analysis.

4.2 Future research and limitations
Future research could replicate this study and provide participants
with more information on facial analysis AI, including critical ac-
counts. A comparison with the results of this study, whichmeasured
participants’ spontaneous reactions to facial analysis AI promoted
by the fictitious company ImageInsights, could help to understand
what factors influence participants’ beliefs in AI capabilities for
facial analysis AI tasks. Such future analysis could also further elab-
orate on country-specific or cultural factors that influence people’s
perceptions of technology [43, 46, 47].

Reflecting on our methodological approach to analyzing par-
ticipants’ qualitative text responses, some limitations should be
highlighted. First, we cannot be sure to have identified all themes
raised by participants. A pure qualitative analysis approach would
have allowed extract even more justification types. This was infeasi-
ble given the large number of data and shows the limits of automatic
text classification. It also required reducing the coding scheme to a
reasonable number of justification codes so that we were realisti-
cally able to prepare a training, testing, and validation dataset for
the classification model. However, with our research team set-up
and iterative approach, we have taken measures to find a set of
justifications representing participants’ responses across countries
and to counteract subjective interpretation. Second, the F-1 score
of 0.75 for the ensemble model indicates that the predictions still
contain false positives and false negatives. Future studies should

address this issue, for example, by including the user ratings for
each of the inferences as additional information in the classification
models to better contextualize participants’ responses.

4.3 Researcher positionality
We acknowledge our positionality relative to this study. Our study
critically complements predominant research on the ethical percep-
tions and judgments of AI with participants from WEIRD (Western,
Educated, Industrialized, Rich, Democratic) backgrounds. To opera-
tionalize this effort, we established a cross-national research. It took
six months to form a research team representing researchers from
all studied countries. Our final research team consists of Japanese,
Kenyan, and US-based researchers, as well as a researcher from the
same linguistic area as Argentina and a country bordering it. We
had at least two researchers from each linguistic community man-
ually code participants’ justifications – only researchers with the
specific national experience or background interpreted the written
justifications of their linguistic community.

Besides this multinational makeup, our team is multi-gender,
varied in socioeconomic status, and multi-disciplinary. It repre-
sents computer sciences with a focus on NLP and software develop-
ment, science and technology studies, political science, philosophy,
and privacy economics. Our team has complementary expertise
in qualitative and quantitative research. It includes undergraduate,
graduate, post-graduate, and faculty researchers. At the start of
the collaboration, all team members had a university affiliation.
Undergraduates were either compensated for their contributions
or received course credit. The composition of this research team
minimized the potential bias resulting from a nation- and discipline-
specific interpretation of participants’ ethical justifications.

5 FINAL REMARKS
To conclude, our study presents cross-country differences and com-
monalities in agreements and disagreements with facial analysis AI
from visual data. We identified twelve themes of justification cate-
gorized into five coherent thematic clusters and three justification
types: 44% of the participants’ responses discussed the epistemic
(in)validity of the inference. In the other responses, participants
expressed their belief or non-belief in AI capabilities or highlighted
pragmatic (dis)advantages of AI inference-making. For the infer-
ences trustworthy and intelligent, we observed the most rejection,
both in inference ratings and justifications. These findings support
politicians advocating for a ban or restrictions on these types of
classification tasks. We also found significant variations in percep-
tions within and across countries, both in ratings (e.g., beautiful,
skin color) and justifications (e.g., age, gender). The decision con-
text had an effect both on inference ratings (more agreement in
the advertising context) and on the normative judgment for some
inferences. In the hiring context, participants raised concerns about
adverse consequences as well as highlighted the irrelevance of an
inference more frequently than participants in the advertising con-
text. This suggests that participants evaluate the consequences of
facial analysis differently across decision contexts. The diversity
of laypeople’s opinions makes it clear that there is no universal
“common sense” that supports AI inference-making. These findings
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underscore the importance for critical data scientists and civil soci-
ety organizations to persist in raising awareness, offering societies
a platform to learn about the scientific validity of facial analysis AI
and develop an informed stance.
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APPENDIX
These appendices document and support our analysis process.

A STUDY DESIGN
A.1 Vignette design

Figure 5: Vignette Design: Wording of text in survey for all
experimental groups.

A.2 Comprehension checks

Figure 6: Comprehension Check: Information displayed
to participants who wrongly answered the comprehension
checks. The exemplary text in the image was displayed to a
participant in the advertisement context and the pragmatism
low scenario.

A.3 Sample size calculation
We conducted a power analysis using the software G*Power [38]
to estimate the appropriate sample size for the data collection. The
sample size calculations reflect our vignette design with two dif-
ferent contexts, three different informational settings (comprising
seven more detailed information scenarios), and four countries,
resulting in 24 experimental groups overall. Intending to calculate
multivariate statistics, we base our assumptions of achievable effect
sizes on prior studies [32] that achieved a Pillai V = 0.04 at a small
effect size (𝜂2 = 0.041) for the differentiation of two contexts in
an experimental setting with 24 groups. Based on standard values
of 𝛼 = 0.05 and power (1-𝛽) = 0.9, the minimum required sample
size for achieving small effect sizes is a total of 952 survey partici-
pants per country. For the sample size calculation, the following
considerations were taken:

• 2 contexts * 3 studies (meaning: 3 information settings) * 4
countries = 24 groups

• sample size calculations results in 1632 participants in total
• 1632 participants / 3 studies = 544 participants per study, i.e.,
per information setting

• 544 * 7 detailed information scenarios to build the 3 infor-
mation settings = 3808 participants

• 3808 participants / 4 countries = 952 participants per country.
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A.4 Demographics

Table 3: Participant sampling and target quotas

Level Argentina Japan Kenya USA
Gender
female 565 (0.51) 538 (0.51) 528 (0.5) 618 (0.51)
male 549 (0.49) 524 (0.49) 571 (0.5) 548 (0.49)
non-binary 7 1 3 3
no answer 2 5 5 1
Age
18-34 420 (0.4) 226 (0.21) 571 (0.54) 360 (0.31)
35-54 413 (0.36) 364 (0.33) 381 (0.32) 387 (0.33)
55+ 290 (0.26) 477 (0.46) 154 (0.14) 419 (0.37)
no answer 0 1 1 0
University
with degree 584 (0.5) 751 (0.58) 734 (0.5) 738 (0.65)
without de-
gree

527 (0.5) 312 (0.42) 350 (0.5) 419 (0.35)

no answer 12 5 23 13
total N 1123 1068 1107 1170
Numbers in brackets indicate targeted quotas based on
representative samples for each country.

B QUALITATIVE CATEGORIZATION PROCESS
B.1 Building a category scheme
B.1.1 Coding workshop 1. The first 2h coding workshop “ideating”
concluded with the construction of a preliminary category scheme
shown in Figure 7. During this first workshop, we discussed the cate-
gories previously identified by the country teams during the coding
phase 1. We agreed on the following clusters of categories that were
likely to be relevant to data from all countries: AI (in)ability, gen-
eral opinion on technology, face as evidence, ir/relevance, human
comparison, ethics, and miscellaneous. This set of category clusters
served as a draft category scheme for coding phase 2.

B.1.2 Coding workshop 2 and 3. Figure 8 presents the results of
workshop 2 and 3.

B.1.3 Coding workshop 4. Figure 9 presents the results of work-
shop 4.
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Common Codes

Agenda

1. Entire team: Welcome and joint start

2. Each language team individually: Revisit topic-clusters, potentially rearrange themes into distinct and mutually exclusive topic-clusters

3. Entire team: Topic-cluster "exhibition", each language team briefly presents (5 min) themes identified (aim: become familiar with other team's topics)

4. Entire team: Start building joint category scheme, Leading questions: Which ones are the larger common themes?

5. break (6:00 - 6:10pm JST / 12:00 - 12:10pm EAT / 10:00 - 10:10am CST)

6. Entire team: Continue building joint category scheme, Leading question: Which ones are the smaller (and potentiall country specific) themes?

7. Each language team individually: Revisit own topic-clusters and check which categories are not yet represented in the larger scheme

8. Entire team: Continue building joint category scheme, Leading questions: Which country-specific themes are still missing in the larger scheme?

9. Entire team: Next steps and closing

Goal     Create a joint category scheme with (ideally) mutually exclusive categories that are able to account for country-specific themes
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Figure 7: Result of Category Ideation Workshop 1 (zoom in to see details).
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Image Quality

Quality of te
data/ image

Ethics

Misc

relevant

irrelevance

I don't/
Indecisive

Garbage

light in
image

objective quickly

easy obvious

Trust (negative)
I do not
trust AI

I cannot
trust AI

Human Comparison

depends on
the job

requirements

sometimes
(ir)relevant

you can
"see" it/ it

can be
"noticed"

you
cannot
"see" it

company's
intention

general opinion on technology
(positive/negative towards AI)

hopes
in AI

I have
 expectations

of AI.

depends on
the image/

depends that
the image is

showing

Makes
me feel

bad

depends
training
data (?)

I have experienced
instances where AI

was right on
judging wheather
someone is male

or female.

By considering the
possible

consequences.  Before
making inference. It is
important to make a

consideration of
possible

consequences

Conceptual
Contestedness

Conceptual
Clarity
Conceptual
Clarity
Conceptual
Clarity

Conceptual
Contestedness
Conceptual
Contestedness

there are more than just a visual feature

subjectiveness (beauty)

cultural conception of a concept (gender)

inference concepts
are not stable/
are dynamic/
can be changed
(e.g., emotion,
skin color)

People
change

their skin
color

Age of a person
through facial

features can be
manipulated by
plastic surgery
and make up

subjective

cannot be
inferred JUST

from an
image/ face

other input
paramters

are relevant
as well

there are
more than

two
genders

neither AI
nor human

can

human
can, so
AI can

yes

no

sometimes

depends on
the training

data (?)

The answer
referers on how
the AI was built

depends on how
inference categories

are built

normative
("should
(not)")

discrimination

Stereotypes

disrespectful

Privacy

Consequences

Yuko Rose Brian Naira Tilman Chiara
KEY

WORDS

I have no idea
where how to
categorize this
response of
the participant!

To be done before our meeting on Feb 13 and Feb 16 - All team members individually
Goal:    "Practice" the categorization and identify where the scheme does not work yet/ whether cultural-specific themes are not yet reflected

1. Identify one or two example quotes for each of the categories from your dataset
2. Place identified signaling/ key words in the key world columns > words that are typical for a category, e.g. "see"
3. Place quotes that are difficult to/ can not be classified at the very bottom into the orange box > we will discuss these all together
4. Reflect whether categories can be merged/ should be added based on your categorization experience

Group Meeting on Feb 13 and Feb 16
Goal     Finalize the common category scheme and ensure everyone has the same understanding of the categories

Discuss general perception of categorization scheme > Is there the need to add categories? Are categories distinct enough? Can some be merged?
1. Go briefly through each category by discussing the identified key words
2. Go through the quotes that were difficult to categorize and discuss if the category scheme needs to be adapted to reflect those as well
3. Wrap-up: Does everyone feel familiar enough with the category scheme to start the "final" categorization process on new data?

Finalization of Categorization Scheme | Workshop 2 and 3

"It seems right to
me  based on the

fact that the
company affirms
that its AI is very

accurate."

"It is
reasonable
due to the

percentage"

I have
 expectations

of AI.

I do not
trust AI

AI can do
in certain
situationAI decisions

are not
always

accurate

Is Ai better
than

people?

Humans
can fool AI

Encourages
discrimination

Makes me
feel bad

Irrelevant to
personality
assessment

Things you
can tell from
the way they

look

Things you
can't tell from
appearances

Depends
on the type
of portraits

Who makes
the

decision
and how?

Personalised
information
provision

Trust

"There are
already

tools that do
it"

"It depends
on how the

AI was
trained"

"Nobody
can do this"

AI, can,
identify

"It is very
difficult to

change skin
color in a

photo"

"The emotion
can only be a
thing of the

moment"

"beauty is a
subjective

trait"

"genre can
be quicly

seen"

The picture
can be old or

photoshopped

You can express
something that you

are not feeling,
such as putting on
a happy face but
being sad inside

"I agree", "it
is

reasonable"

"Depends if
it is really

the person"

"...", "ok", "I
don't

understand"

"It sounds
somewhat racist

if the System
does that type

of analysis"

"We can realize if you the
person is a woman or a
man as stipulated by
society of what it is to be a
man or a woman (but it
can also fail since that
person may not identify
with the stereotypes of
each gender)"

Many people who
seem trustworthy
are not, and more
than anything with

a single image.

"It would be
something
obvious the

same, it could
be perceived

without the AI"

"Skin color
doesn't say

anything
about the
capacity"

"Necessary
to segment
advertising"

Many people who
seem trustworthy
are not, and more
than anything with

a single image.

A single picture showing
basic things like sex,
color,age, or glasses, don't
really relate to what kind
of person they are, or what
kind of employee they
would make.

Age is hard
to determine
by a picture

alone

just alone

"We can realize if you the
person is a woman or a
man as stipulated by
society of what it is to be a
man or a woman (but it
can also fail since that
person may not identify
with the stereotypes of
each gender)"

objective quickly

easy obvious

"It can
estimate it but

insure just
like a person

would"

"Appearance
does not
imply a

person's
gender"

"It shouldn't
matter what

the gender of
the person is
when hiring.

It scans 60
out of 100
correctly

AI can’t tell if
a person is
trustworthy

or not

AI can't tell

Rises hiring
rate 20%

yes.yes.yes.yes.yes.
yes.yes.yes.yes.yes.

This is
straightforward
and needs no
explanation.

We should not
discriminate

against
myopia

merge
these two

categories?

This kind of
thing is born
and can't be

changed

I think you have to look at
his personal work
efficiency to judge
whether he is very

efficient or not

We should
not

discriminate
between
genders

I don't
know how
to answer

you

Again this would be a
rough guess on the
average looks of people
but not how people may
really look cuz I've known
lots of females that look
like dudes

can not be
inferred

from look/
picture

If programmed
right I can see

how it can
base it off a

frown or smile

If programmed
right I can see

how it can
base it off a

frown or smile

If programmed

based on a
picture of

that person

It would be based
only off the

programmers view of
beauty

People age
differently

people can make them
selves to look more

female if mail, and more
more male if femail.

people express
emotion in

different ways

there are only a
finite types of
glasses I am
sure AI has

seen them all

there are only a
finite types of
glasses I am
sure AI has

seen them all

 pretty straight
forward

how do you
measure

intelligence

cannot be
determined

by looks

i don't believe
that AI is at that
level that it can
infer if someone

is beautiful or
not

the more AI is
used the

better it will
get, this will
take awhile

some people look
young for their age,

some look a little
older then there
age, but overall,
most people age

the same

AI cannot
make such
inferences

People are only
male or female
even though
many want to
deny reality

today.

AI is a
bad
idea.

Emotions can
be detected
but mistakes
can be made

can but
might be

wrong

should
not be
done

Mistakes
can easily
be made.

based
on look

impossible
based on

looks

Beauty is in
the eye of the

beholder.

Looks can be
deceiving when
it comes to age.

I really see no
reason for it

would not
trust the
results.

Very
few

would

AI can only
identify a
person's

gender from
their face

depends
on the
model

The AI
recognizes if
something is

blocking a
person's face

I believe in
AI because
I believe in

AI

xcan maybe
be merged

with AI
can??

The AI can only
judge a person's

beauty or
inbeauty based
on customized

criteria

Sex should
not be a
factor for
any job

there are times
when that is just
not guaranteed.

In today's day and time it
is more difficult to

determine whether a
person is male, female or

other

hard to tell
nowadays

impossible

I don't have
a strong

opinion on
this.

Nothing
wrong

showing the
true emotions

If the job does not allow
for the wearing of glasses
- as in certain vision
requirements for pilots and
etc. - then there is no
reason why that would be
of relevance to a job
application.

AI achieves
accuracy {...]
when hiring

job candidates

AI can
identify

the sex of
a person

Most
people
express

emotions
differently

easy to
identify

This is easy
to identify
by looking
at photos

Nothing can
identify an
intelligence
by a photo

Beauty is very
subjective and

AI cannot
properly

identify this

...lead to
discrimination

& unethical
practices

I don’t think it
would be

advantageous
to use this

People don’t
always reflect
their age in a

picture

Of no
consequence
in a job search

[beauty]

I don’t feel that
every person’s
trustworthiness
can be judged

by a photo

"no
way..."

Hard to
determine
skin colors

from a picture

Shall we remove
garbage

answers from
the analysis (e.g.
line 50 in US)?

Sex should
not be a
factor for
any job

Sex should
not be a
factor for
any job

...I disagree
vehemently that

companies should be
forced to hire a certain
number of a color or
ethnicity! It should be

the best person for the
job period!!!

Absurd that anyone
would believe that
a computer could
scan a photo and

determine
employability

This is exactly
the rabbit hole
that concerns

me when using
computers for
things like this

... it’s illegal to
use a

person’s age
as a factor

when hiring

AI can probably
identify an age range
but probably cannot
identify true age.  I

have friends who tell
me that I look much
younger than my 74

years.

I have had
situations where
someone who

looked very
trustworthy was

found to be lying to
me.

I know people who
are very intelligent
but you certainly
would not know

that by looking at
their portrait image.

easy,
obvious

contact
lenses

I believe in AI
because I

believe in AI [not
sure if serious or

garbage]

...difficult to determine
whether a person is male,

female or other.  Therefore, I
do not believe it is justifiable

to infer someone's sexual
orientation based on a

portrait. [did the person mix
up gender and sexual

preference?]

inner vs.
outer

beauty

Decisions made by
AI systems should

be explainable,
transparent, and

fair. [ethics?
should?]

AI "vision" today
is not nearly as

sophisticated as
that of humans

Some people
have welcomed

AI because it
makes things

possible.

AI works in
the same
way as
people.

there’s a
margin of

error and it
could be

wrong

makes
sense

I don't have
a strong

opinion on
this.

I cannot
trust AI

lookism

I don't see
the need

for it

Justification
for

decisions in
AI

Trust-building
takes a long

time (even if AI
judges the trust
of the person)

To each his
own

"Enables
personalized
information
provision"

"good
looking" is
subjective

"Biological
and social

genders may
not match"

I do not think it is
possible to

measure the
degree of

trustworthiness of
a person using AI

The AI will scan the
portraits of the

applicants and will
deduce if the gender

of the applicant
through the various
physical features of

any respective gender.

The AI will scan
the portrait of the
applicant and of

the applicant
wears glasses the
AI will deduce this.

The AI is programmed to
deduce the best

candidates for the job
irregardless of their skin

colour

AI can give
indication of

level of
intelligence of
the applicant

The AI cannot
deduce the
intellectual
ability of an
applicant

AI cannot
deduce

The software
doesn't have

the ability to tell
about someone

character.

The software is
able to tell

whether the
person in

beautiful or not.

Yea i believe
AI can tell a
persons age

You can't
hide

emotions

the face itself
can speak for

itself
this can be be
very accurate

There are the 7
basic emotions

and they are
known to the AI

The
glasses are

visible

You can't trust
a person by

just looking at
their photo

The trustworthiness
of the individual in
the advertisement
is not a justifiable
inference. It won't

show just by
looking at the face.

only

IQ cannot be
seen just

through a scan.
It can only be

measured
through tests

People
apply

makeup

makeup

Portrait alone
will not

determine
gender of the

candidates

It may be possible to
tell a persons age
however certain

environmental factor
may make one look
much older or much

younger

Some males
may look like
females and
vice versa

Beauty is in
the eye of

the
beholder

Yes. The face
is likely to

express some
emotion.

this is possible
because the

photo itself can
speak about

that.
100% accurate

A photo or
image tells if a
person is black
or white or of

other origins by
color.

I don't think
if is possible
to tell the AI
by a picture

Not
possible

Can't
measure

intelligence
by looks

It is difficult to
deduce

intelligence
from a facial
expression

this may not be
accurate

not possible to
read the intelligent
of a person using

a photo

it is
difficult

It depends on
the human
software,

that's integrity
of oneself

Based on past
records and

answers AI can
recall the age

someone typed
earlier.

The AI is fed with
portraits of different

people and with
time they learn to
group the portraits

based on age

Colour skin does
matter because
no one chooses

to skin colour
but it's the work

of God.

Trust is an emotion that I
just don't think AI can
detect . Everyone has
different opinions on
what trust means for
them and having a

general idea is okay but
now training AI to do that

may not be relevant

In my opinion, AI has helped
society but it can never fully

replace jobs or assess
intelligence in someone. It is

created by humans so it
cannot fully be better than
people. It's just a helping

guide to make work easier
not fully know whether

someone is intelligent or not

No
discrimination

It is ok as
age does

not infringe
on privacy

Only if it
doesn't

infringe on a
persons
privacy

Beauty varies. One person's
perspective of what beautiful

is is different from another
One. So using AI to dictate
beauty standards will only
raise discomfort, low self

esteem and mental health
issues to those who are rated
"not beautiful". AI should not

be used for that

That's on
the physical

Honestly

No
problem

Justified
information for
the company or
organizations

looking for
employees.

Use of
hypothesis

AI cannot deduce the
intellectual ability of

an applicant. As there
is no evaluation

metrics, to analyse
the intelligence of the

applicant.

Sometimes it can
be misleading

AI has been
known to

detect some
personal traits

through images

The AI can detect
facial dimensions

and accurately
and detect

whether they are
reasonable or not.

Somehow
possible to guess

the age of a
person by looking
at the face but not

exact

AI can't detect a
person's

trustworthiness
because trust is

not a visible
feature.

Skin color is a
feature that's is
not only picked

by the naked eye
but also the AI

It is possible as
you can

estimate age by
how someone

looks.

There is
no

measure
for beauty

possible

impossible

It is easier to
tell image with
glasses as it is

something
visible

It can be
seen 

One cannot
decipher

someone's
intelligence just
from looking at

an image.

In the wake of
transgender era,
facial expression
is not sufficient
to determine a

persons gender.

 can be
seen

This will only
work if the

image has no
effects such as

black and white.

Skin color can be
manipulated by

makeup and
lightning conditions

when the person
was taking a photo

lighting

plastic
surgery disorder

filters

Colour skin does
matter because
no one chooses

to skin colour
but it's the work

of God.
Gender is a
personality

trait and not a
facial feature

One
perceives a

person'
beauty

differently

The person
beauty varies
from different
perceptions 

This can be
seen clearly

from a
portrait. 

Wearing
glasses is

visible and can
be used to

group
applicants.

A photo cannot
prove whether
an applicants is

intelligent.

it is difficult to
measure the

intelligence of
people using

images 

Skin color can be
manipulated by

makeup and
lightning conditions

when the person
was taking a photo

is visible

possible

It is okay for a
company to

use gender as
part of

requirements
"If the job

requires physical
attractiveness

then it is
justifiable"

"If the job
requires physical

attractiveness
then it is

justifiable"

"some jobs may
require people

without
impaired
vision"

this basis is
irrelevant in
determining

qualified
candidates

emotions matter
less during
selection of

qualified
individuals 

AI is a good
invention and
would like to
know more

about it 

AI i believe is a
powerful too that

needs to be
incorporated in
the technology

world.

AI can tell
contradicting

answers 

"ImageInsight states
that its AI achieves

60% accuracy for all
facial inferences
that are used for

personalized
advertising"

Depends
with

content 
1

i don't think it's of any
importance if AI can
determine if you are
wearing glasses or

not. maybe it should
be able to determine
if need glasses or not.

I don't think
it matters

AI should not
be used for

that 

It could be
racist

Only if it
doesn't

infringe on a
persons
privacy

By considering the
possible

consequences.  Before
making inference. It is
important to make a

consideration of
possible

consequences 

 It should not
be used as

an inference.

I have experienced
instances where AI

was right on
judging wheather

someone is male or
female.

AI gets
better over

time

Depends on
whether the

person always
wears glasses

or not

impossible to
tell who is
handsome

and who is not

I don't know if in
the study the AI
has adequate

information about
what it means to
be "handsome"

positive
Ethics
class

but facials can
show whether a
person belongs

to a certain
gender

somehow indication

Because the
parameters that the AI
uses to establish if a
person is beautiful or
not can be different

from those established
by other people

Sometimes

Somehow
possible to guess

the age of a
person by

looking at the
face but not

exact

The AI is
programmed to

deduce the
best candidates

for the job

"AI" or synonym
has to be
included in the
quote

face is only
sometimes an

indicator/ can be
hard

effects

there are photo
filters that can
remove even
wrinkles from

someones face
so its hard to

tell.

not always
accurate/
mistakes
can occur

"Artificial
intelligence will
never surpass

the intelligence
of a human

being"

can not be
measured
(in general)

sometimes
the machines

are not
accurate

to tell image
with glasses

as it is
something

visible

Gender is a
personality

trait and not a
facial feature

merges this
one with
cultural

conception

Absurd that anyone
would believe that
a computer could
scan a photo and

determine
employability

Humans can,
but AI not am not very sure

sure a machine
can read a photo,
may be a human

being.

be able to

reference to
measurement
of inference ?

I think it is
stupid to use
an AI to infer
the color of
someone 

what's the
boundary to
"measure-

ment"

stereotypes

norms

what's the
boundary to
"measure-

ment"

I think the boundary
would be

subjectivivity vs
objectivity

determine
skin colors
determine
skin colors

However I think I
would move this to
Face as evidence

depends on
how AI has
been build?

AI can be used
to make

decisions if that
is what the
company is
focusing on.

Can this one
be merged

with "general
opinion on

AI"?

we haven't had
this one before -

- but some
examples fall

under this
category

I don't think we need this
category as we will be able to
filter comments by our context

variable to see whether the
context had an influence

positive ethics
category

originally:
"more than

JUST a visual
feature"

Suggestion to move
this subcategory to
"HUMAN FACE AS

EVIDENCE"

boundary to
"measurement"
 sometimes not

so clear

It should not be the
case that all gender
quotes fall into this

category irrespective of
"persepctive"

comments that refer to how
the AI system is build would

also fall into this sub-category,
based on my (XXX)

understanding -- do you
agree?

Emotions can
be detected
but mistakes
can be made

Decisions made by
AI systems should

be explainable,
transparent, and

fair. [ethics?
should?]

What about quotes that
refer to AI system more
generally or to mistakes
without reference to "AI"

or "data"?

XXX

yes, I
would say

ethics

Due to the
vocabulary
"detected", I
would say it
is AI related 

We can
merge these
as "human

rights"

dissolve this
category?

difficult one!

Compare with
"conceptual clarity/

contestedness"

Inference Concept
1) Concept is clear/

conceptual robustness
2) Concept is not clear

The
medium
image

Image as
source for
evidence

Image not as
source for
evidence

Image
Quality

portrait as
source for
evidence

portrait not as
source for
evidence

--> one negative ethics class

/The
medium
image

Can this one be
merged with

"negative
attitude towards

AI" and
"irrelevance"?

--> Portrait (Image of Face) as Evidence for Inference

Can some ethics sub-
categories be merged?
[either now or later in

case we cannot find 100
examples]

they had to
provide an
justification

The AI will only
display a person's

emotional
expression

according to the
system's custom
emotional criteria

subjective

dynamic concept (+
gender norms)

measurement of
inference

conceptual clarity

objective
(sample key word:

objective)

merge if we can
find enough cases

per category

Irrelevant

we are treating the
terms "sex" and

"gender" as
synonym

other harms

discrimination

Ethics

this will help reduce cases
of someone unknowingly

engaging sexually with
someone who is not within

the age of concent.

indecisive

garbage

general pos.
attitutde, AI ability,
conceptual clarity

relevance

garbage

image quality
(?) / garbage

AI can sometimes
infer, subjective

cannot be inferred
from photo

human
comparison (-/-) /

subjective

dynamic
concept

negative attitude
towards AI

other harns /
discrimination

Are we "allowed" to
assign multiple sub-
categories of one
larger category?

AI can infer
sometimes

In such cases, should we
put the quote into the "AI

can somtimes infer" or "can
sometimes be inferred from

image" category?

AI can infer
sometimes

AI can infer
sometimes

measurement

dynamic
concept

cannot be inferred
from face/

dynamic concept

+ concept is subject
to norms

Is there the
relevance to
include it?

no, because it is one
reason why a

concept is
contested

Yes, e.g. --> This is
discriminatory and

privacy-invasive

when "mistakes/ error" are mentioned,
then is could also be reasonable to put it
into the AI (in)ability class OR the human

face as evidence class OR both. This must
be decided on from the context

(participant's others comments); some
interpretation is defenitily necessary

no, sufficiently
different

no, might not be
distinguishable
enough from

categories above

(Naira)

I think companies have the right to decide if
they want to use the information or not

1) Find names that are easy
to understand

2) what value has a class for
our argumentation in the

paper (better if there is a +
and - class)

Portrait as
evidence

Inference
concept

drawing of
inference

Image
Quality

influences

(Ir)relevance

might (not/
sometimes)
be relevant

Ethics

subject to
concerns

concept of
inference is
<adjective>

General Attitude towards AI

AI
(in)ability

influences

Comparison
to human

can
better/
worse

general comments
"you can do it"/ "It

can be done"

general comments
"you can do it"/ "It

can be done"

Phase & Workshop 2-3:
Testing & Refining

...

Figure 8: Result of Category Workshop 2 and 3 (zoom in to see details).



Attitudes Toward Facial Analysis AI: A Cross-National Study Comparing Argentina, Kenya, Japan, and the USA FAccT ’24, June 03–06, 2024, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

maybe better suited in

the difficult/ not possible

class if statement is

rather addressing

concerns

maybe better suited

for the cannot class,

if statement clearly

negative

reference --> technical ability OR

difficult to infer

(we aim at dropping this

category)

other

category depending on

the value of the rating?

e.g. rating (1) -->

technical_ability & rating

(7) --> technical_cannot?

"objectivity"

Agent-

based

"negative

impact"

Gender is hard to determined nowadays

Gender should not matter

Phase &

Workshop 4:

Validating

drawing of

inference

AI (in)ability

concept properties:

subjective

dynamic

Image as

medium:

qualities/

properties

influences

Portrait as

evidence

Inference concept & evidence

influences

(Ir)relevance to

decision context

Attitudes

towards AI:

positive,

negative &

harms

epistemic (in)validity

of the inference

might (not)

be relevant

belief/non-

belief in AI

capabilities

pragmatic

(dis)advantage

of inference  

inde-

cisive

Inferable Concept

drawing of

inference

(Ir)relevance

might (not/

sometimes)

be relevant

Harms & Ethics &

faces

concerns

General Attitude towards AI

AI (in)ability

(incl. comparison

to humans)

Figure 9: Result of Category Workshop 4 (zoom in to see details).



FAccT ’24, June 03–06, 2024, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Ullstein, Engelmann, Papakyriakopoulos, Ikkatai, Arnez-Jordan, Caleno, Mboya, Higuma, Hartwig, Yokoyama, & Grossklags

B.2 Codebook
The following coding scheme resulted from one categorization pre-
meeting and four categorization workshops, each of 2 to 3 hours,
among the research team. The coding scheme provides a definition
and further information on each of the code. The coding scheme is
furthermore based on experiences gatheredwhile applying previous
draft versions of the coding scheme by each of the researchers. The
experiences were discussed and codes with similar application use
cases were merged.

Some general notes on the category scheme:
• The sample keyword(s) likely – but not necessarily – indicate
the usage of a sub-category.

• The terms “sex” and “gender” are treated as synonym to refer
to gender.

• As we are applying multi-label classification, it is possible to
assign multiple codes to a participant’s response.

• When “mistakes/ errors” are mentioned without specifi-
cation, it could be reasonable to put the quote into a AI
(in)ability sub-category, a portrait as evidence sub-category,
or both. This must be decided based on the participant’s
other comments and the ratings.

• For comments that mention that a system can “sometimes”
draw an inference (from a portrait) or that the inference is
“sometimes” relevant, the attribution to its respective positive
or negative label has to be decided based on the rating and
the context (participant’s others comments).

The following tables define the justification codes and provide
examples.
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Table 4: Joint Code Book: Definition of categories and examples.

Category Description Examples

AI (in)ability
Note: agent-based (The AI or sometimes also “you” in general can or cannot make the inference.)

technical
ability of AI,
humans can
and so can AI

Definition: The AI has the technical ability to draw an inference and
the inference task is easy to solve for an AI. The AI system is accurate.
Specifics: The participant’s response usually specifically refers to AI or
any related technical systems such as machines or software. Sometimes
a participant makes a comparison to a human being and highlights that
a certain inference can easily be drawn by a human as well as by an AI
system.
Sample key words: AI, software, algorithm, machine, can, identify,
possible, like/ as a person

AI has been known to detect some personal traits | Yea i believe
AI can tell a persons age | AI can identify the sex of a person |
AI works in the same way as people. | Skin color is a feature
that’s is not only picked by the naked eye but also the AI | It
can estimate it but insure just like a person would

difficult/
not possible
to infer,
difficult for
human and AI,
human can
and AI cannot

Definition: The inference task is difficult or not possible to be solved
by an AI system.
Specifics: The participant’s response usually specifically refers to AI
or any related technical systems such as machines or software. A par-
ticipant might make a comparison to a human being stating that s/he is
or is not able to make the inference, but in any case the inference task
is not solvable for AI.
Sample key words: AI cannot tell/ deduce/ infer, nobody, not even for

AI cannot deduce the intellectual ability of an applicant. |
The software doesn’t have the ability to tell about someone
character. | AI cannot make such inferences | impossible | I
am not very sure sure a machine can read a photo, may be a
human being. | It is impossible, even for humans | Nobody can
do this | Very few would

Inference Concept/ Evidence
Note: inference-concept-based

conceptual
clarity,
can be
inferred
from portrait

Definition: The concept of the inference to be made is unambiguous
to the participant. The inference concept is clear. It is obvious that the
inference concept can be inferred from a portrait. The face "shows" the
inference. The inference concept can be seen.
Specifics: This code is used when a participant indicates that to her/him
the concept to be inferred is stable/ clear/ given, or easy to be inferred.
The participant states that a face or an image of a face is a good evidence
for the inference.
Sample key words: easy, obvious, objective, quickly, straight forward,
cannot be changed/ manipulated, can be inferred/ determined/ seen
from face/ image/ photo/ picture, based on looks

You can’t hide emotions | It would be something obvious | makes
sense | This is straightforward and needs no explanation. | This
kind of thing is born and can’t be changed | It is very difficult
to change skin color in a photo | The color of the skin in the
images is not usually changed | It is justifiable because the
face of a person is very difficult to change, it is something that
always remains | Things you can tell from the way they look |
It can be seen | Yes. The face is likely to express some emotion.
| This is easy to identify by looking at photos

measurement
of inference,
cannot be
inferred
from portrait

Definition: The inference cannot be inferred (just) from a portrait.
Other input parameters than just a visual feature are required or rele-
vant to measure the inference.
Specifics: This code is used when a participant states that a face or an
image of a face is not a good evidence for the inference. A participant
might highlight that a representation of a face is not sufficient to draw
the inference.
Sample key words: cannot be inferred/ determined/ seen from face/
image/ photo/ picture, based on looks, only, just, alone, measure, mea-
surement, not sufficient

can not be inferred from look/picture | I don’t feel that every
person’s trustworthiness can be judged by a photo | you cer-
tainly would not know that by looking at their portrait image.
| Appearance does not imply a person’s gender | It is difficult
to deduce intelligence from a facial expression | Trust-building
takes a long time (even if AI judges the trust of the person) |
One cannot decipher someone’s intelligence just from looking
at an image. | IQ cannot be seen just through a scan. It can
only be measured through tests | Age is hard to determine by a
picture alone

dynamic
concept

Definition: The concept of the inference or the face as base for the
inference can be changed/ manipulated or is not stable.
Specifics: This code is used when a participant highlights that the trait
taken into account can be inferred, but is not constant/ perpetual.
Sample key words: plastic surgery, makeup, disorder, can be changed/
manipulated

Skin color can be manipulated by makeup | People apply
makeup | The emotion can only be a thing of the moment
| People don’t always reflect their age in a picture | people can
make them selves to look more female if mail, and more more
male if femail. [sic] | In today’s day and time it is more difficult
to determine whether a person is male, female or other
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Category Description Examples

subjectivity Definition: The inference is subject to subjectivity.
Specifics: This code is used when a participant highlights that an
inference can in general not be inferred, because it is subjective.
Sample key words: subjective

“good looking” is subjective | The person beauty varies from
different perceptions | Beauty is in the eye of the beholder
| Beauty is very subjective | It would be based only off the
programmers view of beauty

the medium im-
age

Definition: The ability to make an inference depends on the image as
a medium to make the inference.
Specifics: The image as a medium can be manipulated or be of bad
quality affecting the ability to make the inference.
Sample key words: depends, filters, effects, lighting, quality, video

Depends on the type of portraits | This will only work if the
image has no effects such as black and white. | lighting con-
ditions when the person was taking a photo | there are photo
filters that can remove even wrinkles from someones face so
its hard to tell.

(Ir)Relevance of Inference for Purpose of AI system

inference
relevant

Definition: The inference is relevant to the decision of the AI, e.g.,
advertisement choice or applicant selection.
Specifics: The code is used when a participant highlights that drawing
an inference is useful/helpful/relevant to the purpose of the AI system.
Sample key words: useful, necessary, helpful, relevant, important

The AI is programmed to deduce the best candidates for the job
| Necessary to segment advertising | Useful to offer e.g. certain
skin care products

inference
not relevant

Definition: The inference is not relevant to the decision of the AI, e.g.,
advertisement choice or applicant selection.
Specifics: The code is used when a subject highlights that drawing the
inference is not useful/helpful/relevant or irrelevant for the purpose
of the AI system. The inference is no evidence for another trait that is
important in the context.
Sample key words: not useful, not necessary, not helpful, not relevant,
not important

Irrelevant to personality assessment | this basis is irrelevant
in determining qualified candidates | Skin color doesn’t say
anything about the capacity | don’t really relate to what kind
of person they are, or what kind of employee they would make.
| Sex should not be a factor for any job | It shouldn’t matter |
The skin color of the applicant doesn’t matter for the job

General Attitude Toward AI and Ethics Reflections

Positive
attitude,
positive
ethics

Definition: The participant presents a general positive attitude towards
AI technology or provides a positive normative justification.
Specifics: The participant may refer to AI specifically, to computers or
technology in more general terms, or to the practical inference-making
task.
Sample key words: trust

I have expectations of AI. | AI is a good invention and would
like to know more about it | AI i believe is a powerful too that
needs to be incorporated in the technology world. [sic]

Negative
attitude,
discrimi-
nation, and
other harms

Definition: The participant presents a general negative attitude to-
wards AI technology or highlights harmful consequences of drawing
the inference.
Specifics: The participant may refer to AI specifically, to computers or
technology in more general terms, or to the practical inference-making
task. The participant provides examples such as privacy harms or dis-
crimination. The latter might refer to racism, sexism or other forms of
discrimination.
Sample key words: no/ don’t trust, racist, sexism, discrimination, con-
sequences, privacy, privacy-invasive

I do not trust AI | Humans can fool AI | AI can tell contradicting
answers | Absurd that anyone would believe that a computer
could scan a photo and determine employability | should not
be done | It could be racist | No discrimination | We should not
discriminate against myopia | Before making inference. It is
important to make a consideration of possible consequences
| Only if it doesn’t infringe on a persons privacy | It is ok as
age does not infringe on privacy | Makes me feel bad | It is
discriminatory to take into account skin color | That is outright
racism. It’s disgusting

Misc

indecisive Definition: A respondent is indecisive whether to agree or disagree
and/or does not have any opinion.
Specifics: This category is assigned if a respondent is unsure. In such
cases the respondent gave a rating “4”, i.e., neither agree nor disagree.
Sample key words don’t know, indecisive

I don’t have a strong opinion on this. | I don’t know | I don’t
know how to answer you

[garbage]* Definition: The respondent’s text resembles nonsense text, doesn’t
make sense or doesn’t refer to the task.
Specifics: Such text might be copied text from the vignette, numbers,
a string of random letters, and text with no reference to the posed
question.

No problem | 1 | yes.yes.yes.yes | NA | none

* Garbage class used for cleaning of data.
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B.3 Building an automatic classification model
B.3.1 Workshop for finalizing sample datasets for training auto-
matic classifiers. Figure 10 presents the workshop instructions for
the data-filling-up workshop. This workshop aimed at finalizing
sample datasets for training automatic classifiers. After each team
labeled 456 comments (57 survey participants x 8 responses) based
on our final coding scheme, we met for another workshop, this time
focusing on filling up the categories with insufficient exemplary
responses to train a classifier model. The top right plot in Figure 10
helped identify the categories that required finding further exem-
plary comments to have sufficient data to train a classifier model.
We aimed at 33 examples per language per category.

B.3.2 Automatic translation: Documentation of error rates. The
following table documents our error rates for the automatic transla-
tions using the deepL API. The language pairs Spanish-English and
Japanese-English were validated by team members. The language
pair Spanish-Japanese was validated by a hired translator.

Table 5: Error rates for automatic translations.

source
lan-
guage

target
lan-
guage 1

error
rate

target
lan-
guage 2

cumulative
error rate

round
1

English Spanish 6%

Spanish English 6%
English Japanese 8%
Japanese English 10%
Japanese Spanish 30%
Spanish Japanese 28%

round
2

Spanish English Japanese 14%

Japanese English Spanish 14%
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C RESULTS DOCUMENTATION
C.1 Frequencies of qualitative justifications
The following tables document the absolute frequencies for all
identified justification codes. The frequencies refer to the number of
participants’ comments to which we assigned a specific justification
code.

Table 6: Frequencies of identified justification codes in par-
ticipants’ responses. (sorted by size)

Justification code Absolute frequency Percentage
inference from portrait 8252 16.40
no inference from portrait 7236 14.38
AI ability 4819 9.58
inference not relevant 4546 9.03
AI inability 4408 8.76
inference relevant 3900 7.75
dynamic concept 3197 6.35
negative attitude and harms 2528 5.02
indecisive 2507 4.98
positive attitude 2448 4.86
subjectivity 2224 4.42
the medium image 916 1.82
garbage* 3347 6.65
*If all of a participant’s comments only received the label
“garbage”, then we did not consider this response for analysis.

Table 7: Frequencies of identified justification codes in par-
ticipants’ responses per country and per context.

country case AI
ability

inference
from

portrait

inference
relevant

positive
attitude

Argentina AD 476 866 664 276
Argentina HR 428 711 605 272
Japan AD 337 754 310 219
Japan HR 290 608 384 219
Kenya AD 806 1302 453 233
Kenya HR 933 1531 551 290
USA AD 648 990 368 361
USA HR 681 969 386 446

Table 7 continued
country case AI in-

ability
no infer-

ence
from

portrait

inference
not

relevant

negative
attitude

and
harms

Argentina AD 382 896 543 294
Argentina HR 463 957 905 383
Japan AD 614 777 357 252
Japan HR 646 915 776 440
Kenya AD 499 846 192 120
Kenya HR 466 946 461 159
USA AD 558 798 375 241
USA HR 599 858 744 442

Table 7 continued
country case dynamic

con-
cept

subjectivity the
medium
image

indecisive

Argentina AD 401 383 204 235
Argentina HR 340 308 133 189
Japan AD 314 255 47 448
Japan HR 328 246 70 527
Kenya AD 399 222 138 100
Kenya HR 400 214 133 91
USA AD 430 263 47 334
USA HR 389 209 51 339
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C.2 Statistical analysis of group differences in
the use of specific justifications

We calculated two sample Welch t-tests for unequal variances and
Kruskal Wallis Tests for identifying statistical differences across
groups. For the t-tests, a positive t-statistic suggests that the sample
mean of the first group is higher than the sample mean of the
second group, while a negative t-statistic indicates the opposite. We
indicate the groups in the table captions. We report the significance
levels as follows: p-value < 0.05 (*), p-value < 0.01 (**), p-value <
0.001 (***).

C.2.1 Differences: ‘AI ability’ vs. ‘AI inability’. .

Table 8: Welch t-tests: Differences in use of the justification
(1) AI ability vs. (2) AI inability.

Country Case T-Stat P-Val CI Low CI Upp df sig

Arg. HR -1.24 0.22 -0.02 0.00 8861.20
Arg. AD 3.38 0.00 0.01 0.03 8584.15 ***
Japan HR -12.45 0.00 -0.10 -0.07 7562.94 ***
Japan AD -9.72 0.00 -0.09 -0.06 6656.29 ***
Kenya HR 13.73 0.00 0.09 0.12 8305.58 ***
Kenya AD 9.38 0.00 0.06 0.10 7380.40 ***
USA HR 2.47 0.01 0.00 0.03 9211.34 *
USA AD 2.81 0.00 0.01 0.04 8099.18 **

C.2.2 Differences: ‘inference from portrait’ vs. ‘no inference from
portrait’. .

Table 9: Welch t-tests: Differences in use of the justification
(1) inference from portrait vs. (2) no inference from portrait.

Country Case T-Stat P-Val CI Lo CI Upp df sig

Arg. HR -6.70 0.00 -0.07 -0.04 8758.34 ***
Arg. AD -0.80 0.42 -0.02 0.01 8664.61
Japan HR -8.73 0.00 -0.09 -0.06 8225.17 ***
Japan AD -0.66 0.51 -0.03 0.01 7069.16
Kenya HR 13.97 0.00 0.11 0.15 8751.83 ***
Kenya AD 11.70 0.00 0.10 0.14 7513.74 ***
USA HR 2.90 0.00 0.01 0.04 9218.64 **
USA AD 5.15 0.00 0.03 0.07 8081.62 ***

C.2.3 Differences: ‘inference relevant’ vs. ‘inference not relevant’. .

Table 10: Welch t-tests: Differences in use of the justification
(1) inference relevant vs. (2) inference not relevant.

Country Case T-Stat P-Val CI Lo CI Upp df sig

Arg. HR -8.51 0.00 -0.08 -0.05 8652.63 ***
Arg. AD 3.76 0.00 0.01 0.04 8605.04 ***
Japan HR -12.51 0.00 -0.11 -0.08 7780.75 ***
Japan AD -1.91 0.06 -0.03 0.00 7041.91
Kenya HR 3.01 0.00 0.01 0.03 8892.36 **
Kenya AD 10.82 0.00 0.06 0.08 6710.40 ***
USA HR -11.45 0.00 -0.09 -0.06 8581.72 ***
USA AD -0.27 0.79 -0.01 0.01 8129.42

C.2.4 Differences in justification usage: advertisement vs. hiring
context. .

Table 11: Welch t-tests: Differences in use of justifications
between participants in the (1) advertisement and the (2)
hiring context.

Justification Code Country T-Stat P-Val df sig.

AI ability Argentina 2.06 0.04 8769 *
AI ability Japan 4.22 0.00 7751 ***
AI ability Kenya 0.26 0.80 8295
AI ability USA 1.54 0.12 8684
AI inability Argentina -2.58 0.01 8769 *
AI inability Japan 2.42 0.02 7751 *
AI inability Kenya 3.71 0.00 8295 ***
AI inability USA 1.04 0.30 8684
inference from portrait Argentina 4.83 0.00 8769 ***
inference from portrait Japan 7.88 0.00 7751 ***
inference from portrait Kenya -0.16 0.88 8295
inference from portrait USA 3.74 0.00 8684 ***
no inference from portrait Argentina -1.03 0.30 8769
no inference from portrait Japan 0.29 0.77 7751
no inference from portrait Kenya 1.09 0.28 8295
no inference from portrait USA 1.25 0.21 8684
dynamic concept Argentina 2.67 0.01 8769 **
dynamic concept Japan 1.74 0.08 7751
dynamic concept Kenya 2.29 0.02 8295 *
dynamic concept USA 3.41 0.00 8684 ***
subjectivity Argentina 3.29 0.00 8769 ***
subjectivity Japan 2.44 0.01 7751 *
subjectivity Kenya 2.07 0.04 8295 *
subjectivity USA 3.95 0.00 8684 ***
the medium image Argentina 4.16 0.00 8769 ***
the medium image Japan -1.20 0.23 7751
the medium image Kenya 1.62 0.11 8295
the medium image USA 0.23 0.82 8684
inference relevant Argentina 2.24 0.02 8769 *
inference relevant Japan -0.52 0.60 7751
inference relevant Kenya -0.65 0.52 8295
inference relevant USA 1.15 0.25 8684
inference not relevant Argentina -10.00 0.00 8769 ***
inference not relevant Japan -10.61 0.00 7751 ***
inference not relevant Kenya -9.17 0.00 8295 ***
inference not relevant USA -9.75 0.00 8684 ***
positive attitude Argentina 0.46 0.65 8769
positive attitude Japan 1.89 0.06 7751
positive attitude Kenya -0.72 0.47 8295
positive attitude USA -1.24 0.21 8684
negative attitude and harms Argentina -3.25 0.00 8769 **
negative attitude and harms Japan -5.17 0.00 7751 ***
negative attitude and harms Kenya -1.05 0.29 8295
negative attitude and harms USA -6.39 0.00 8684 ***
indecisive Argentina 2.54 0.01 8769 *
indecisive Japan 0.23 0.82 7751
indecisive Kenya 1.74 0.08 8295
indecisive USA 1.52 0.13 8684
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C.2.5 Differences in justification usage across all countries for se-
lected inferences and justification codes. The following Table 12
documents that there are statistically significant differences across
all countries for the presented inferences. However, due to the
large number of responses per justification code, the significant
levels should be interpreted with caution. The identified differences
cannot necessarily be interpreted to be of real-world significance.
Indeed, while we observe statistical significance across the coun-
tries for these particular justifications and inference combinations,
participants from different countries align in their usage patterns
of these justification arguments in comparison to other arguments
(see Figure 3 in Section 3.2 in the main text).

Table 12: Kruskal Wallis Tests: Differences across all coun-
tries for selected inferences

Inferences Justification Code H-Statistic P-Value sig

beautiful subjectivity 20.01 0.00 ***
emotion
expression

inference from portrait 137.41 0.00 ***

gender inference from portrait 224.96 0.00 ***
wearing
glasses

inference from portrait 161.00 0.00 ***

intelligent no inference from portrait 68.55 0.00 ***
intelligent AI inability 29.15 0.00 ***
trustworthy no inference from portrait 32.26 0.00 ***
trustworthy AI inability 52.26 0.00 ***

C.3 Statistical analysis of rating differences in
groups

C.3.1 Differences in ratings across countries (all inferences merged).
.

Figure 11: Differences in mean ratings for all countries and
contexts (inferences merged). Orange: advertisement con-
text; blue: hiring context. (Method: Parametric t-test for two
independent groups, unequal variance)

C.3.2 Differences in ratings across countries for each of the infer-
ences. Please note: the Figure below displays violin plots and box-
plots with notches based on medians. The t-tests are calculated for
the means of each sub-group. While non-overlapping notches indi-
cate significant differences in groups, some of the t-tests suggest
differing conclusions. These special cases might indicate that there
is, in particular, a lot of variation in participants’ opinions.
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Figure 12: Differences in mean ratings for all inferences across all countries and contexts. Standard deviation plotted to bottom
corners. Orange: advertising context; blue: hiring context. (Method: Parametric t-test for two independent groups, unequal
variance; Cases with “Can’t answer” (NA) removed)
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